
THE SIGN OF A HAPPY ENGINE  
Trust NAPA Engine Systems for the most trusted suppliers and manufacturers in the business. 

That’s KNOW HOW at work. Visit your local NAPA AUTO PARTS Store today.
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A POWER PLANT FOR YOUR CAR
These days, car batteries need more than starting power, and the NAPA Legend Premium AGM 

takes power to a whole new level. Whether it’s taking charge of power-hungry electronics, 

stop-and-go traffi  c, or brutal weather, the NAPA Legend Premium AGM gives you twice the 

endurance of conventional designs. So insist on the battery with the power of KNOW HOW. 

Visit your local NAPA AUTO PARTS Store today.

800-LET-NAPA / NAPAonline.com 
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Scan here for 
your direct link to 
motorage.com

www.motorage.com

Advancing the Automotive Service Professional Since 1899

Talk Shop Anytime

SUCCESSFULLY SOLVING ONE OF THE 

TOP 10 MOST COMMON DTCS.

12

August 2014

Vol. 133, No. 8

COMMUNITY

TREATING TECHS LIKE 
PROFESSIONALS
If you want professional employees, pay them 
professional wages.

PRODUCTS

WHAT ARE YOU SEARCHING FOR?
We have on display new products hitting your 
suppliers this fall.

OPERATIONS

SELLING VALUE SERVICE OVER PRICE
You would buy a value a cup at a time from other 
places, so focus on value in your sales pitch.

ONLINE EXCLUSIVE

COMPLETE NACE/CARS 
COVERAGE

Couldn’t make it to Detroit? 
Find a complete show wrap-up.

TRENDING

IATN MEMBERSHIP 
EXCEEDS 80,000

The network tops a new 
high in its 19-year history.

TECHNOLOGY

NEEDLES AND NUMBERS
Instrumentation has evolved 
fully into the digital age. Are 
your skills keeping pace?
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Professional talk 
when it comes to 

today’s technicians
If you want professional employees 

to work in your shop, then you need 

to pay them professional wages.
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Mike Bailey, 
Oklahoma City 

repair shop owner

Having customers buy 

new cars doesn’t scare 

this veteran shop owner.
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The Trainer

Diagnostics and using 
your senses
You were born with some of the best 

tools you will ever own. From sight, 

touch, smell and especially sound, you 

can determine causes, locations and 

other information on problems. 

Talk shop 
anytime
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The Trainer 
video series

You were born with some of the best diagnostic tools.

MotorAge.com/aug14trainer

SPRING CONVENTION

/springconvention

READING SPARK PLUGS

/readingplugs

Read new 

technical content 

for general repair 

and specialty 
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MotorAge.com/POWERTRAINPRO

Check out past videos 

from Pete Meier and 

your manufacturers.

MotorAge.com/AfterHours
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Webinars & Archives
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transmission webinars throughout 2014.
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 The evolution of instrumentation takes 
us fully into the digital age. Are your 
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 In the second part of a look at the 
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Talk shop (and tech) in the AutoPro Workshop!
Join FREE TODAY at Workshop.Search-AutoParts.com to discuss:

➽ Shop cuts out 10 steps ➽ Connecting with customers
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Torqshift 6 valve body.
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QUALITY TO START WITH

The reputation of your business rides on the quality, dependability and long-life of the products you sell. 

With industry-leading technology and a proven track record for superior battery performance, we can help! 

From Lawn & Garden to Heavy Duty Fleet applications and everything in-between, CARQUEST has 

the right battery for over 230,000,000 vehicles; Asian, European or Domestic.

Great people, great products, great prices!SM

CARQUEST.com
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Looking for new equipment? Check out our 
website for offerings from top companies.

IATN TOPS 80K MEMBERS

6 
 The International Automotive Technicians 
Network recently surpassed 80,000 
active members for the f rst time in its 
19-year history.

AMI TURNS 25

6 
 The Automotive Management Institute 
this year celebrates 25 years of providing 
management training to repair shops.

HONEST-1 INTRODUCES 
‘REVOLUTIONARY’ WARRANTY

10
 The full-service auto care company now 
offers a 3-year, 30,000-mile nationwide 
warranty on repairs.

TST, ATSG, ATTS JOIN 
AUTOMECHANIKA CHICAGO

10 
 The trio of training organizations will 
lead technical classes at the inaugural 
event in 2015. 

MANAGEMENT

SELLING THE VALUE OF 
SERVICE OVER PRICE
BY BRIAN CANNING | CONTRIBUTOR

16 
You would buy value a cup at a time, 
so focus on that in your sales pitches.

PROFIT MATTERS

THE SECRET TO SELLING 
MAINTENANCE
BY CHRIS “CHUBBY” FREDERICK | CONTRIBUTOR

22 
Learning this lesson now can change the 
effectiveness of your sales staff. 

FINANCIAL FIGURES

SEARCHING OUT A COACH
BY BOB GREENWOOD | CONTRIBUTOR

26
 Are you ready to take the most 
important step in your business?

SHOP PROFILE

DOING THE RIGHT THING
BY ROBERT BRAVENDER | CONTRIBUTOR

32 
This shop’s owners and staff put their 
money and time where their mouths are.

SPECIALTY PARTS

UPKEEP/MAINTENANCE

SHOP EQUIPMENT

SHOP MATERIALS

PAINT & REFINISH

REPLACEMENT PARTS

VEHICLE STYLING

BUSINESS SYSTEMS

ORGANIZATIONS/
   ASSOCIATIONS

OFF-ROAD

…AND MUCH MORE

BATTERY LINE 
EXPANSION

90
 EnerSys has 
expanded its 
ODYSSEY 
Performance 
Series battery 
product line to 
include the Group 
48 battery.

9490
Fuel system 
cleanup 91

Transmission 
pans

Management 
suite

16

6
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BRAKES

A Complete Line of
Quality Brake Products

www.monroebrakes.com © 2014 Tenneco

FROM A NAME YOU TRUST

Full terms and conditions

are available at our website.®

The Monroe Brakes brand

offers dependable stopping

solutions for today’s import

and domestic passenger cars

and light trucks.
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Stay on top of Industry Developments.
Sign up today for FREE SUBSCRIPTIONS to

➽ Service Repair E-News & Alerts 

➽ Certified Technician E-News & Alerts 

➽ POWERTRAIN PRO E-News & Alerts

MOTORAGE.COM/SUBSCRIBE

resOurCes

iATN membership 
exceeds 80,000
The International Automotive Technicians Network (iATN®), 

www.iatn.net, now has more than 80,000 active members, 

the largest number ever in the network’s 19-year history. 

Members are located in 160 countries and collectively 

share 1.9 million years of experience on iATN.

“Although we’ve crossed the 80,000 member thresh-

old, iATN members are the minority of the industry: they 

are the professionals who understand what it takes to sur-

vive in our increasingly challenging profession. Members 

here find that by networking with fellow professionals, 

they are continuously expanding their knowledge on 

systems, tools and best practices that often elevate their 

careers to the next level. iATN provides a platform that 

allows members to communicate with each other inter-

actively by sharing case studies, solving vehicle problems 

and sharing tips that cover the gamut of challenges fac-

ing the automotive service industry,” says Scott Brown, 

president of iATN.

Technician Thomas Perkins adds, “iATN has shaped 

my career by giving me the connection to my peers and 

allowing me to review case studies. The people connec-

tion and the Waveform Library both have been invaluable.”

The primary membership benefits of iATN include 

TechHelp, where thousands of automotive technicians 

from all over the world exchange information and ideas 

24 hours a day. Members also have access to more than 

20 different technical, shop management and auto indus-

try web forums and the extensive iATN Knowledge Base.

The Knowledge Base includes the FIX Database 

with more than 200,000 real-world vehicle fixes, Forum 

Archives with millions of iATN web forum discussions, and 

the Waveform Library with 35,000 waveforms, scan data 

THERE’S MORE 
ONLINE:

MONROE TOUR ROLLS ON

The Monroe ‘Shockmobile’ is well 
into the second half of its 
summer-long “Everything Gets 
Old” mobile tour.

»» MOTORAGE.COM/SHOCKMOBILE

ALI ADDRESSES COMPLETE 
HYDRAULIC SERVICE

ALI reported at press time it was 
aware that an Indiana business is 
under investigation by the FBI.

»» MOTORAGE.COM/ALIADDRESS

GOJO, SKILLSUSA WORK TO 
IMPROVE KANSAS CITY

Student volunteers participated 
in f ve areas to better the KC 
community.

»» MOTORAGE.COM/GOJOSKILLS

A SURPRISE PRICE

Pricing between a shop and a 
supplier is equivalent to a married 
couple talking about money. It can 
be damaging if both parties are 
not on equal ground.

»» AFTERMARKETBUSINESS.COM/SELLPRICE

CONSUMER PERCEPTIONS

Cars.com released a report on 
consumer perceptions about the 
cost of repairs, and execs 
discussed the results with us. 

»» AFTERMARKETBUSINESS.COM/CARSCOM

WORKING WITH ALUMINUM

Shops eager to capitalize on this 
market need to learn how to 
work with aluminum and re-tool 
with tools specif c to these repairs.

»» ABRN.COM/ALUMINUMWORK

TECHNOLOGY & OPPORTUNITY

Updates have made it virtually 
impossible for anyone to remember 
everything about repairing every 
vehicle they encounter.

»» ABRN.COM/EQUALOPP

BreAKing news

trAining

AUTOMOTIVE 
MANAGEMENT 
INSTITUTE 
TURNS 25

This year marks the 

25th anniversary of the 

Automotive Management 

Institute (AMI), a provider 

of management education 

for the automotive service 

and collision repair indus-

tries. The Institute current-

ly offers more than 1,300 

approved courses, a facul-

ty of 300 approved instruc-

tors and the Accredited 

Automotive Manager 

(AAM) designation. To 

date, its programs have 

attracted 230,000 enroll-

ments throughout North 

America.

The Institute was found-

ed 25 years ago based on 

the concept that there was 

an abundance of technical 

education in the market, 

but very little industry 

specific management edu-

cation. At the start, AMI 

offered 26 courses taught 

by 10 instructors. Today, 

courses are offered on a 

INDUSTRY NEWS [AMI] continueS / page 8
Discussion is on-going in 

MotorAge.com forums

Photo: iATN

[iATN membership] continueS / page 8
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I Need it to Be

Complete.

©2014 Carter Fuel Systems, LLC. All rights reserved. 

Fuel delivery issues are difficult and time consuming.  

And that’s one thing my customers don’t have is time. 

Carter understands that time is money to me —  

and that’s why they offer Complete fuel system  

solutions for the professional technician. Everything 

needed for the job – right in the box! The right design 

to repair my customer’s vehicle quicker, easier and 

with confidence.

That’s why I ask my parts supplier to  

Get Me Carter.

Get Me Carter.
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trending  industry news

range of topics including marketing 

and sales, operations and service, man-

agement and administration, financial 

management and personnel manage-

ment and human resource development. 

Students can choose from formats like 

webinars, online courses, DVD-quality 

downloads, self-study workbooks and 

traditional classroom settings.

“When students take an AMI course, 

they immediately can apply what they 

learn to the day-to-day operation of 

their business,” says Tony Passwater, 

AMI Board of Trustees chairman and 

president of AEII in Indianapolis. 

Steve Louden, a founding member 

of AMI and owner of Louden Motorcar 

Services, Inc., in Dallas, says, “After 25 

years, many shop owners would not be 

in business if not for the management 

education they received from AMI. For 

them to succeed in the future, man-

agement education is a must.”

Louden also is one of the first to earn 

the Institute’s AAM designation. In the 

past 25 years, more than 1,700 students 

have completed 120 credits of educa-

tion and graduated from AMI with the 

AAM designation.

Jerry Holcom, owner of S & S Service 

Center, Inc., in Kansas City, Mo., and 

a graduate of the class of 1996,  has a 

total of 712 AMI credits, the most earned 

by an AMI student. “Over the years, 

as I found I needed some training or a 

refresher on a particular topic, it was 

great to look through the catalog by sub-

ject and find just what I was looking for. 

And with AMI’s new monthly webinars, 

I can plan an hour off for my entire front 

counter staff and help keep them (and 

me) pumped up with some great ideas.”

“After 25 years, many shop 

owners would not be in 

business if not for the 

management education they 

received from AMI,” — Steve 

Louden, shop owner

[AMI] 

continued from page 6

[iATN membership] 

continued from page 6

images, component photos and other 

vehicle specific images, documents and 

videos that have been uploaded to the 

network.

“In a very large part, I owe my career 

to iATN because without them I probably 

would have been stuck in some job with-

out any training or networking. I highly 

recommend it,” says technician John 

Bridgwater.

Automotive educator and technician 

Michael Joachim states, “It (iATN) is my 

window into the world. It’s my way of 

finding out what’s going on in shops and 

service bays all throughout the U.S. and 

the world.”

iATN was founded in 1995 and is the 

largest online community of automotive 

technicians, repair shop owners and other 

allied service professionals in the world. 

For additional member testimonials, visit 

www.iatn.net.

Engine Repair Leak Repair System-Specifc 
Repair
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FEL-PRO® offers industry-leading technology 

across an entire range of system-vital sealing 

products. Fel-Pro engineers each one, no  

matter how small, to exacting standards with 

proprietary design, engineering and manufacturing 

processes – creating gaskets proven to withstand 

the stresses and extremes that cause other gaskets 

to fail. Technicians trust Fel-Pro and its team of 

dedicated engineers to develop new sealing science 

with market-leading coverage.

Install  
Genuine  
Technology

Fel-Pro® PermaDryPlus® intake manifold gaskets 

feature precision sealing beads, molded from 

a proprietary rubber compound other gasket 

manufacturers can’t match.
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©2014 WD-40 Company

CHIP FOOSE IS THE AUTHORITY IN HOT 

ROD DESIGN AND BUILDING. And when 

he needs to cut through rust fast, he 

trusts WD-40® Specialist® Rust Release 

Penetrant. It works 50% faster than the 

leading competitor. Plus, it’s specifically 

formulated with a protective barrier that 

keeps rust from returning.

Visit us at www.WD40Specialist.com/fast
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TST, ATSG, ATTS  joIN 

AuToMechANIkA chIcAGo
The Advanstar Automotive Group has announced partner-

ships with Technicians Service Training (TST), Automotive 

Technician Training Services (ATTS), and Automotive 

Transmission Service Group (ATSG) to help develop a com-

prehensive training program that meets the needs of tech-

nicians and shop owners alike for Automechanika Chicago 

2015. Pete Meier, Advanstar Automotive Group’s Director of 

Training, will spearhead the effort.

 “These quality organizations are known for conducting 

outstanding technician training programs in the U.S. and 

around the world,” Meier explains. “In addition to helping 

us structure the core service dealer training program, they 

will assist in attracting the ‘who’s who’ of instructors for the 

event and in teaching some of the courses.”

Meier, an ASE Master Technician and technical editor of 

Motor Age, said Motor Age and Auto Body Repair Network 

(ABRN) recently conducted reader surveys to understand what 

mechanical and auto body repair shops are looking for in a train-

ing program. This feedback will help Advanstar, TST, ATTS and 

ATSG develop the type of high-end technical training that will 

compel automotive technicians to attend the show.

To learn more about Automechanika Chicago, visit www.

AutomechanikaChicago.com.

hoNeST-1 INTroduceS 

‘revoluTIoNAry’ wArrANTy
Honest-1 Auto Care will become the first national full-service 

auto care company to institute a nationwide 3-year, 36,000-

mile warranty on repairs. This new nationwide warranty 

gives customers the ability to have covered warranty cover-

age and service at over 35,000 authorized repair facilities 

across the country.

“We want our customers to feel at home the moment they 

enter an Honest-1 Auto Care,” Honest-1 Chief Operating 

Officer Rissy Sutherland says. “By introducing our one-of-a 

kind, 3-year, 36,000-mile warranty, we are showing our cus-

tomers in a new and meaningful way that they are our partner 

and that we stand behind our work no matter where they are 

so that our customers can have the comfort of peace of mind 

in their repair needs. They are a partner rather than another 

number on a repair ticket.”

Every Honest-1 Auto Care location will participate in the 

3-year, 36,000-mile warranty program, and the benefit to 

the customer is free of charge. If select part does not per-

form as expected, the customer will call a toll-free number 

and be referred to a nearby repair shop where the part will 

be replaced at no cost. There are nearly 35,000 shops in the 

United States where Honest-1 Auto Care customers can get 

the repair taken care of.

JUST ADD>

ORIGINAL

> Maintains active damping control
for predictable handling & safety

> High quality OEM components
for unsurpassed durability

B4 OE Replacement (Air)

www.bilsteinUS.com
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Smart technicians choose 

TechSmart® because of our 

commitment to engineering 

quality parts that meet or 

exceed OE standards.

Join the thousands of 

technicians like John who 

choose TechSmart® Parts 

when they need to get 

the job done right.

“I want my customers to

drive away knowing their

new parts will last.

That’s why they drive

away with TechSmart®.”

– John Filippone, Owner

 Piedmont Tire and Auto

Learn more about John and tell us what makes you TechSmart.

Go to www.TechSmartParts.com

John is TechSmart – Are You TechSmart?
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?
QUESTION 
OF THE 
MONTH

BY LARRY SILVEY | PUBLISHER OF CUSTOM CONTENT

I 
have heard countless times how 

important techs are to the automo-

tive aftermarket. From manufactur-

ers. From distributors. From auto parts 

retailers. From the industry associa-

tions. From shop owners themselves.

Let’s think about that for a second in 

terms of the real world. I don’t think it 

outlandish to think a technician would 

be married and have a couple kids — 

you know, a family of four. If we take 

that scenario, the poverty guideline for 

that family is $23,550, which means 

the average tech makes $12,450 more 

than someone caught on the poverty 

line. At such a minimum level, it’s 

clear that this difference is not discre-

tionary income; rather, it’s survival 

income. There’s always the possibility 

that technicians can pass on marriage 

or get a divorce if they are married. In 

either case, $36K just might cut it for 

a bachelor living in his parents’ base-

ment in Small Town, USA. 

At $36K, you might think I’m talk-

ing about the tire busters or the oil 

and lube jockeys. Well, that’s another 

abysmal story that I’ll save for another 

day. I’m talking about those we as an 

industry want to flaunt as profession-

als. They are technicians, not mechan-

ics! Those who actually diagnose and 

Professional talk when it 
comes to today’s techs

If you want the professional employees, pay them professional wages.

Stay on top of Industry Developments.
Sign up today for FREE SUBSCRIPTIONS to

➽ Service Repair E-News & Alerts 

➽ Certified Technician E-News & Alerts 

➽ POWERTRAIN PRO E-News & Alerts

MOTORAGE.COM/SUBSCRIBE

SURVEY: Contributing Editor Mike Miller 
shares a story on an EVAP gross leak 
problem that never leaked when tested 
manually, yet failed consistently when 
the ECM tested it. He performed some 
basic diagnostic steps first. Which of the 
following steps listed below would NOT 
be considered as a proper first step when 
diagnosing any powertrain-related DTC?

A. Check for applicable TSBs
B. Retrieve stored DTCs
C. Check Mode $06 data
D. Read up on specific system operation

Go to MotorAge.com/aug14survey to 
answer the question and enter the monthly 
contest from Federated Auto Parts.

BECOME A BLOGGER

MotorAge.com/BestBlogs.com

BEST OF THE BLOGS are articles written by bloggers on Motor Age’s community pages

Lance_Boldt 

It came from Middle Earth

The Production Department at AutoNetTV 

is known by the rest of our company as 

“Middle Earth.” We shy away from sunlight 

and like the room dimly lit. At least that’s 

what other’s think. We are actually normal 

people who live normal lives. Well, for the 

most part. We like to think of ourselves as 

the glue that holds this company together.

We take pride in what we do and are always 

pushing ourselves to create better and 

more inspiring content that will educate the 

motorist on how to better care of their vehi-

cle. We are always looking for new tools to 

make us more eff cient and productive. The 

strange thing that happens though is that 

when we f nd a tool that does this, we often 

just raise our standard of quality. For exam-

ple, a new piece of 3D rendering equipment 

allows us to do better looking content in the 

same amount of time, so what happens is 

the production-quality bar gets raised but 

we don’t necessarily get more eff cient from 

a time-savings standpoint.

Our motto is “continuous improvement in 

the art of creating.” If that improvement is 

better looking content, then maybe we’re 

achieving our goal. Shop owners similarly 

are always trying to improve their processes 

and technician training to achieve a better 

overall shop performance. At the end of the 

day, you can buy all the fancy equipment 

that is out there, but the thing that is going 

to have the most meaningful effect on the 

customer is the personal touch that you add 

to the customer’s experience.

Bolt On Technology

Utilizing automotive kiosks

Say good-bye to tedious customer check-

ins with our latest automotive software 

solution, Welcome 

Station™, the f rst-

ever self-check kiosk 

designed specif cally for 

the automotive repair indus-

try. With our tablet-powered t o o l , 

your shop can join airports, g ro c e r y 

and convenience stores, as well as res-

taurant chains in simplifying the customer 

experience. Our touch screen kiosk deliv-

ers faster business results, better accu-

racy and increased up-selling and prof t 

generation opportunities with each cus-

tomer check-in.

This easy-to-use self-check system 

frees up service advisors and enables 

both new and returning customers to 

quickly and electronically notify shop 

staff of their arrival, select the vehicle 

and which services they’d like to have 

performed and whether they are drop-

ping off, or will be waiting.
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repair vehicles. Those who have the 

intellect and skills of an engineer, but 

have chosen to work on cars.

Of course, the paltry $36K is an 

average. Some technicians do much 

better than that. But before you start 

panting with excitement, only 10 

percent of the technicians make more 

than $60,000. Then there’s the down-

side: at least 10 percent is making 

much less than the $36K. Read more 

at MotorAge.com/protalk. 

Mike79nova:
Well I agree with the article 
but also have to say the 
industry needs to change 
its pay. After completing 
my Ford asset training, I 
worked 80 hours for 40 
hours of pay. I spent 40 
hours a week sitting on my 
toolbox and 40 hours after 
hours working on scraps 
left over. It’s no way to start 
a life and constantly worry-
ing about paying expensive 
tool bills.

loosenutjust:
I get tired of hearing people 
who have survived the in-
dustry for a number of years 
say, “Everyone’s got to start 
at the bottom and earn their 
way up. That’s how I did it,” 
as an excuse for treating 
the new guy like dirt. 

Michael Evans via Facebook:
They have no excuse. They 
should have read the own-
ers manual. I’ve seen a few 
30k+ oil changes because 
the sales people told them 
it was “maintenance free.”  

John Teller via Facebook:
I had a customer take his 
new car home and change 
his own oil. It came back 
with a rod knock. I told him 
it was oil contamination. He 
said impossible! I installed 
5 quarts of Slick50!

Eduardo Jordan via Facebook:
They could be cracked out 
of the box from handling. 
Pay attention to gap and 
overall when it comes to 
new plugs.

The best of what you’re saying on Facebook.com/MotorAgeMagazine, 

Twitter (@Motor_Age and @PeteMeier) and the AutoPro Network.

The training impact
While focused on the collision market, 
this video illustrates how similar the 
problems we face are with theirs.

MotorAge.com/trainimpact

Elevating our image
Mike Bailey, an Oklahoma City shop 
owner, has some ideas on how to better 
the industry’s image. 

MotorAge.com/elevate

Certif cation: an ROI tool
ASE’s Tony Molla explains how to boost 
business and get a real return on the 
investment into ASE certif cation.

MotorAge.com/aseroi

A look in the A/C 
accumulator 

SEARCH OUR ARCHIVES OF OVER 

800 ONLINE VIDEOS

MotorAge.com/
accumulator

What affects car count?
In this fi rst podcast, Workshop member Man-
agement_Success discusses the fi ve areas of 
business that affect car count, attitude toward 
customers and more. 

Giving back
Longtime industry member Paul Baffi co talks 
about his service in the U.S. military and how 
he continues to serve today.

Timing functions
This video takes a look at the P0014: Vari-
able Valve Timing function, common failure 
causes and checking for misfi re causes with 
a lab scope.

SEPT. 26-28

Chicago Automotive Networking 
Conference (CAN Conferance)
Chicago

OCT. 10-12

Northwood University’s 51st

Annual International Auto Show
Midland, Mich.

NOV. 4-6

AAPEX 2014
Las Vegas

NOV. 12-15

Automechanika Argentina 2014
La Rural Trade Center, Buenos Aires

AUG. 21 @ 8 P.M. ET

Ignition System Testing
Presented by Motor Age Technical Editor 
Peter Meier and G. Jerry Truglia of TST, and 
sponsored by Federal-Mogul.

SEPTEMBER

Understanding Hydraulics
Presented in partnership with ATSG.

NOV. 20 @ 8 P.M. ET

Mastering Voltage Drop Testing
Presented by Motor Age Technical Editor 
Peter Meier and G. Jerry Truglia of TST

Aug. 21 
@ 8:00 PM

Ignition Testing
Learn the ins and outs of ignition system 
diagnosis in this Motor Age/TST webinar, 
sponsored by Champion. 
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T
he list of accomplishments for 

Mike Bailey is quite long and 

impressive. Bailey, the owner of 

Car Doctor automotive repair 

shop in downtown Oklahoma 

City, has been a NAPA/ASE Technician 

of the Year for 14 of the last 15 years.

Car Doctor has been a NAPA 

AutoCare member since 1999, and 

Bailey is the current chairman of the 

NAPA AutoCare Business Development 

Group. Bailey has been involved in the 

leadership committee of the Car Care 

Professionals Network at the Auto 

Care Association and has been an L1 

Certified ASE Master Technician for 

more than 25 years.

What he is most passionate about 

is helping customers with the mainte-

nance and repair of their foreign and 

domestic vehicles.

MA: Please share your thoughts on 

the perceived technician shortage.

MB: We’re still seeing a shortage, 

and I know that tends to be region-

al. Working at the national level, I’m 

familiar with some of the places in 

the country that have lost a lot of the 

dealerships and have seen an influx 

of technicians. Whereas we didn’t 

lose one dealership in the Oklahoma 

City area, so we didn’t have this mass 

influx of dealership technicians that 

all of the sudden were unemployed. I 

know that happened in other parts of 

the country. We’re still dealing with 

a shortage of quality technicians, 

trained technicians. The other com-

ponent is mostly governmental; the 

component of the tax burden, some of 

the regulations, some of the require-

ments. Once again, that affects a little 

larger shop in most cases, not smaller 

shops, but we see it also with some 

of the environmental regulations. I 

think that’s going to sweep across 

the nation in the next few years. The 

environmental requirements are prob-

ably going to get stricter, not lighter. I 

think that’s something we all need to 

be looking for in the next few years.  

MA: How do you handle the older 

and newer vehicles on today’s roads?

MB: The average age of vehicles is 

11.4 years now, so we’re definitely 

seeing cars of that era still coming in 

and being serviced. I think that’s part 

of the economic issue. People aren’t 

replacing their cars as often as they 

were, and they’re seeing the value 

of doing maintenance and doing the 

repairs on a car that they don’t have a 

payment on, that the insurance is rel-

atively inexpensive for and that they 

know. They’ve had the car since it was 

new; they’re seeing the value in keep-

ing that vehicle on the road. 

I think the more customers go out 

and look for used cars, the better that’s 

going to help our market. New cars 

don’t really scare me that much. When 

I have a customer that says they want 

to go buy a new car, that doesn’t scare 

me. I know I’m not going to see that 

customer for a little while for a lot of 

services with the dealer giving away oil 

changes and some of their programs. 

But because I’ve already built a relation-

ship with that customer, that customer 

knows me and I think most customers 

that leave under those environments I 

see back within two years if not sooner. 

So I don’t panic about that. If anything, 

I see it as an opportunity to be able ser-

vice a later model vehicle that I normally 

wouldn’t have gotten to service. 

CUSTOMERS BUYING NEW VEHICLES 

DOESN’T SCARE THIS OWNER. HE ALREADY 

HAS GREAT RELATIONSHIPS IN PLACE.

BY GARY MCCOY  |  CONTRIBUTOR

MIKE 
BAILEY
OWNER, CAR DOCTOR,
A REPAIR SHOP IN OKLAHOMA CITY

Photo: Gary McCoy

Scan this QR Code to 

watch the interview on 

your smartphone. Or visit 

MotorAge.com/mikebailey

GET A FREE SCAN TOOL 
APP AT:
www.scanlife.com
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SOUND-REDUCING TECHNOLOGY
NAPA has a full line of OE matched brake parts with high-tech features that can stop almost anything, 

including noise. Whether you need Quiet Friction Formulations to dampen sound, or Cool Track™ 

Vents to prevent overheating, we have the KNOW HOW to help you finish The Perfect Brake Job.® 

Visit your local NAPA AUTO PARTS Store today.

800-LET-NAPA / NAPAonline.com
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read it on MotorAge.com

A FEW 
years ago, I worked with a very capable, 

very dedicated shop owner from Holdrege 

Neb., who, when talking about price ver-

sus value, rightfully said, “Price is what you pay, value is 

what you get.” Though very simple and basic, truer words 

have never been spoken. 

Price doesn’t matter when there is sufficient perceived 

value; it is as simple as that. It doesn’t matter if we are talk-

ing about a gallon of gas, a pound of hamburger, a transmis-

sion flush, a cup of coffee or a four-wheel alignment, if the 

customer feels the value, price does not matter. The key, of 

course, is selling and highlighting value. 

I remember talking to an exceptional former client of mine 

that owned a great European specialty shop in Spokane, 

Wash. We were talking about the great job he had done in 

getting his parts margins in line and specifically about how 

he was able to raise his parts prices to where they needed to 

be while not creating a backlash of customer objections. He 

described what a local diner owner recently had done this in 

a similar circumstance. 

This restaurant owner was determined that he needed to 

raise his prices, but knew that his many regulars would react 

poorly if it was just a matter of that same greasy cheeseburger 

they had been buying for years suddenly costing $6 instead 

of the normal $4.50. There would be no obvious reason that 

could explain the price increase and he knew his customers 

would be very likely to object. He also knew that to stay in 

business and to keep up with his expenses, he needed to 

raise his prices. What he did in the end was paint the place 

inside and out, redecorate the dining room, buy new silver-

ware and glass-

ware, update the 

menu with sev-

eral upscale and 

healthier offerings, 

touch up the bath-

rooms and even 

invest in upgrad-

ed uniforms for his 

wait staff. 

OHIO WINNER

Andy Kovesdi of 
Ohio won an 
all-expense paid 
trip to a Super 
Workshop.

/ohiowinner

VETERAN HONOR

World Franchising 
Network names 
Driven Brands to 
50 Top Franchises 
for veterans.

/top50vets

TOOLBOX TIPS

Lista International 
offers tips around 
toolboxes to 
improve repair 
shop eff ciency

/listatips
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Scan this QR Code to read on 

your smartphone about parts, 

profi ts and shop viability. Or visit 

MotorAge.com/viability

GET A FREE SCAN TOOL APP AT:
www.scanlife.com

YOU WOULD BUY VALUE A CUP AT A TIME 

FROM OTHER PLACES, SO WHY NOT FOCUS ON 

VALUE IN YOUR SALES PITCHES? 

BY BRIAN CANNING | CONTRIBUTOR
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Home

Customers

Vendors

Employees

Transactions

Reports

Sales Tax

Apps

Get Paid Faster

$21,263
INCOME

-$13,992
EXPENSES

$7,271
NET INCOME

Profit & Loss

Expenses

$2,7 8 Payroll

$5,737 Parts & Materials

$1, 5  Rent & Utilities

$3,4 8 Operating Costs

$13,992
SPENT LAST 30 DAYS

$6,457
OPEN INVOICE

$3,684
OVERDUE

$21,263
EARNED LAST 30 DAYS

Income

Wellington & Sons Automotive

Start now for free at QuickBooks.com

 Welcome to the all-new QuickBooks
®

Free offer applies to QuickBooks Online, Online Payroll and payments monthly service fee; transaction fees apply. 
©2014 Intuit Inc. All rights reserved.

Run with it. 

Pry with it.
Gauge with it.

Tighten with it.

The essential tool for running your entire business. 
Smarter. Faster. Simpler. The all-new QuickBooks helps you do more than ever  

before. Track sales, pay employees, scan receipts and get paid however and when-

ever you want. Turn on only what you need — it all works together so your data 

syncs automatically. This is your business on the all-new QuickBooks. Run with it.
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Though in the end the 

cheeseburger didn’t 

change much, the 

plate upon which it 

sat was much nicer, 

as were the tables 

and the room and 

the whole customer 

experience. In plop-

ping down the same 

greasy burger, custom-

ers suddenly were treat-

ed to something far supe-

rior to what they had been 

used to, and that $1.50 increase in 

price didn’t matter. What these custom-

ers got for their $6 obviously was worth 

it. A higher price is what they paid, but 

much greater value is what they got. 

This former client of mine, who has 

always made customer service a big pri-

ority in his shop, found ways to make the 

existing great customer experience even 

better and guided his customers past the 

significant price increases they were 

experiencing, to a clear understanding 

of the value they were getting for those 

dollars spent. Value, if it is there, trumps 

price every time.

Building a Brand
There are no absolutes to selling. 

Customers are a fickle and unpredict-

able bunch, very apt to go their own 

ways and do their own thing but there 

is no doubt that the sales process is 

much easier and more simplified if we 

believe in and have confidence in the 

parts and services we provide. Though 

customers come into our shops pre-

pared to spend money, it sure does not 

mean that they are not leery of us and 

worried about what our intentions are. 

Though our customers are very 

dependent upon their cars and want 

them to be safe and reliable, they are 

not necessarily happy to spend money 

and not necessarily trusting of us in this 

process. Our job as shop owners, as ser-

vice managers and as service advisors is 

to inform and educate our customers on 

the repairs and services needed to keep 

their cars safe and reliable. In a larger 

sense, our job is to sell them on us and 

the value we represent. If we 

are successful here, the 

selling of the repairs 

and services will be 

much easier.

In the automo-

tive repair indus-

try, we tend to be 

hyper-sensitive to 

price, though the 

funny thing in this 

is that our customers 

are far less concerned 

about price than we are. 

Customers want value for the dol-

lars they spend. In survey after survey, 

our customers list quality, convenience, 

reliability and support after the sale as 

being much more important than price. 

But for some reason we of the automo-

tive repair industry go to market stress-

ing price over these other factors every 

time. Value always trumps price!

 Being a shop that has highly capable 

technicians, that installs quality parts 

and stands behind the repairs and 

services performed, that is convenient 

or offers drop-off serve, is a shop that 

will enjoy high retention rates as well 

as consistently high customer satisfac-

tion. There is value in all of this for our 

customers and would be customers. 

In the marketing world, they would 

call this association between price and 

value a function of branding. Branding 

is our conscious decision to present 

our business in a specific light, such as 

quality of service or honesty and this 

has both internal and external benefits 

for our shop. Externally, we create 

perceptions and an identity that clicks 

with our customers and would be cus-

tomers. In essence, we create an iden-

tity that resonates with customers and 

in this process, we form emotional rela-

tionships with our customers. The emo-

tional aspects of branding are impor-

tant because though many customers 

try to be logical, informed and aware 

in making their repair and service deci-

sions, all of us buy emotionally. 

Branding is the emotional and psy-

chological relationship we have with 

our customers and would-be custom-

ers. Hopefully in this branding effort, 

we elicit positive and confident emo-

tional responses. Highlighting the qual-

ity of our parts, our strong warranty 

and our efforts after the sales to make 

sure our customers are taken care of 

is a great way to make a customer feel 

good about their association with us and 

their decision to have us work on their 

car. Remember that customers that see 

value are buying customers. They are 

also customers that keep coming back. 

Internally, branding serves to keep 

us and our staff members aligned with 

one another and also aligned with 

our customers. It is a way of not only 

assuring that all of us talk the talk, but 

assures we all also are walking the 

walk. If we are careful in our brand-

ing and believe in the value in the 

parts we sell and in the value in the 

services we provide, our presentations 

will be consistently confident and con-

sistently successful. Price is what our 

customers pay, but this value is what 

they get. Value is what keeps our cus-

tomers happy and coming back.

There is a great internationally 

known company from Seattle that we 

all know and would recognize. They 

sell at a price that is higher than any-

one else in their market but with an 

apparent value that has their custom-

ers coming back again and again. They 

sell value a cup at a time and sell mil-

lions of cups each and every day.

If you were offered a hot steaming 

cup of value, would it be Tall, Grande 

or Venti? I would definitely go for the 

Venti, no matter what the price!  

“IN THE AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR INDUSTRY, WE TEND TO BE HYPER SENSITIVE TO 

PRICE, THOUGH THE FUNNY THING IN THIS IS THAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE FAR 

LESS CONCERNED ABOUT PRICE THAN WE ARE.”

BRIAN CANNING  [CONTRIBUTOR]

If the truth about
prof ts in your shop
hurts, then it’s time

to f x it not 
complain. 

MotorAge.com/
truthhurts

Brian Canning is 30-year veteran of the automotive repair 
industry. He has been a leadership coach, Goodyear 
service manager, retail sales manager for a distributor, 
run a large fl eet operation and headed a large multi-
state sales territory for an independent manufacturer 
of automotive parts.

  Email Brian at brimarc@hotmail.com

BRIAN
CANNING
CONTRIBUTOR
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ANDROID MOBILE 
OPERATING SYSTEM 
AT LIGHTNING SPEED

1
The fi rst integrated diagnostics tablet for Android™ with fast startup 

and onboard battery has just released wireless TPR and Heavy-

Duty software.* Pair up with the optional 3834T OTC TPR Tool via 

Bluetooth®. The new 3895-07 Heavy-Duty Standard kit is available 

for reading DTCs and viewing live data on Class 4 – 8 HD vehicles.

“

otctools.com/encore    800-533-6127

7-inch capacitive touch screen 

(like your smartphone).

Built-in WiFi and Bluetooth allows a technician to scan a vehicle 

while browsing popular online forums to research trouble codes, 

easily accessible via OTC’s Fast Touch home page.

Is your tool updated?
The latest updates include a Ford Power 

Balance Special Test option, ability to 

create custom data screens, various brake 

bleed procedure tests or brake pedal 

calibration test, VW rear brake caliper 

retract and much more.
The OTC Encore is proudly 

assembled in Owatonna, 

Minnesota, USA.

7”

NOW WITH HD SOFTWARE 

AND WIRELESS TPR*
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 PROFIT MATTERS HOW DO YOUR NUMBERS LINE UP?

Photo: ThinkStock

IF YOU 
want to stabilize 

your car count and 

hold onto customers 

through their purchase of new cars, 

you are going to have to be proficient at 

selling maintenance. I was listening to 

a story from Nebraska shop owner and 

ATI coach Rick Johnson, who explained 

how he coaches service advisors to 

learn the secret to selling more mainte-

nance. Let’s hear what Rick has to say.

As I talk to shops, I often am surprised 

at how a few shops can sell a lot of main-

tenance and others will tell me no one 

is buying. I hear that all the customer 

wants to do is just an oil change or just 

fix the check engine light and that’s it. 

I ask them if they are making estimates 

on the maintenance and they say, “Yes, 

but that no one is buying.” They have 

all the reasons not to buy memorized: 

Christmas-time, tax time, too cold, too 

hot — just to name a few. The shops 

that are selling often are located in the 

same state and sometimes the same 

towns as the other shops that have cus-

tomers who aren’t interested. I find that 

intriguing, don’t you?

This got me to thinking back to when 

I was the service advisor in my shop and 

how things changed before my eyes. 

When I first opened my shop, I never 

had to advertise the first few years and 

we were always booked out two or three 

weeks. Ninety-nine percent of the cars 

were still carbureted, and most custom-

ers just handed me the keys and said 

something like, “I think the carburetor 

needs cleaning and possibly a tune-up.” 

We would bring the car in and sure 

enough the carburetor was in need of 

a cleaning and kit, and the spark plugs 

were black and worn. I would call the 

customer and tell them what it needed. 

Nearly every time I got the answer to go 

ahead, it needs it. That was that! They 

did not ask for an estimate, did not need 

explanations of what or why — just do 

it. Man, those were the days, right?

Sell Yourself First

Then along comes fuel injection and 

cars being built better and having 

fewer breakdowns. My schedule went 

from being booked out three weeks, to 

me being happy if we had work lined 

up for today and a few jobs tomorrow. 

I knew I had to do something, and 

the industry started talking a lot about 

the need to sell maintenance. I bought a 

transmission flush machine and started 

THE SECRET TO SELLING 
MAINTENANCE
LEARNING THIS LESSON NOW CAN QUICKLY CHANGE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF YOUR SALES STAFF.

BY CHRIS “CHUBBY” FREDERICK | CONTRIBUTOR

Scan this QR Code to get more on 

your smartphone. Or visit 

MotorAge.com/Profi tMatters814

GET A FREE SCAN TOOL APP AT:
www.scanlife.com
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Call your local agent and visit 

afl ac.com/business

Your employees may.

It’s called voluntary insurance, and almost 

60 percent of employees wish their employer 

offered it1. 

In this changing insurance landscape, Afl ac has 

offered voluntary coverage and nothing else for 

nearly 60 years. And it shows. With a one-day 

average turnaround2 for online claims, Afl ac is a 

great way to make employees happy, which may 

make you happy as well.

Best of all, Afl ac comes at no direct cost to 

employers like you. Just add a payroll deduction, 

notify your workforce and let it fl y.

Do you see a solution to the 

growing gaps in your benefi ts?
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Let your 
health plan go 
to the birds.

12013 Afl ac WorkForces Report, a study conducted by Research Now on behalf of Afl ac, January 7 – 24, 2013. 2Afl ac Company Statistics, October 2013, One day processing turnaround based on business 

days after required documents are received. Online claims available for Accident, Sickness, Cancer & Wellness claims. Coverage is underwritten by American Family Life Assurance Company 

of Columbus. In New York, coverage is underwritten by American Family Life Assurance Company of New York. Worldwide Headquarters  | 1932 Wynnton Road  |  Columbus, GA 31999

Z131176 11/13
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selling transmission flush service. As 

time went along, I bought all styles of 

flush machines and tried to present and 

sell as many services as I could, as long 

as they were needed. I did pretty well 

with some clients, but with a lot of them, 

I just could not seem to get them to buy, 

and I didn’t know why. 

Then one day my flush equipment 

dealer told me about training it offered 

to learn more about the flushes. I decid-

ed to go, as I realized I needed to learn 

more about the flushes since I could 

not sell a power-steering flush or brake 

flush or an intake cleaning to anyone, it 

seemed — Christmas-time, tax time, too 

hot, too cold, you know the story.

I attended the one-day training and 

man, were my eyes opened! I learned 

the science behind the chemicals and 

saw firsthand the flushes being per-

formed and the difference they made, 

and the light bulb turned on. I came 

home to the shop and started sell-

ing flushes like nobody’s business. It 

became easy to sell maintenance.

A few months after I attended this 

class, my chemical salesman stopped in 

and said the distributor wanted to know 

how I was doing what I was doing. I 

asked him what he meant, and he said 

I had become the biggest seller of their 

products in my state! And all I could tell 

him was that learning about the flush-

es gave me the buy-in and confidence I 

needed to sell them.

Educate Your Customers 

The other day I realized what the prob-

lem really is when it comes to selling 

maintenance, the “secret,” you might 

say. That secret is education, both mine 

and my clients’. 

I was very lucky or fortunate the first 

few years I was in business, because 

my customers already were educated 

on their vehicles’ needs and problems. 

They already had carburetors over-

hauled and tune-ups done multiple 

times. They knew what needed to be 

done by the way their car ran and what 

to expect when the repairs were made 

— that their vehicle would run like new 

again. Sales were made before their cars 

were dropped off for the most part.

Most drivers today never have had 

a carburetor overhauled, and for those 

who have, it is a far distant memory. 

Most drivers today have never had a 

car on the back of a tow truck. They 

probably have not had their car run 

rough or not start; and for the most 

part, every time they want to go some-

where in their beloved car, they put 

the key in the ignition and gas in the 

tank and they go.

Imagine having a customer come 

to your shop today in a car they have 

driven for four years. They’ve never 

had an instance in which the car would 

not start, it’s never left them stranded 

and as far as they can tell, it runs just 

as good today as the day they bought 

it. After you perform the oil change and 

inspection, you tell them that by mileage 

the car is due for a timing belt and trans-

mission service. The first thing they ask 

is, “How much?” You tell them $1,000 

and they say, “No, not today.” 

You tell your boss, no one is buying 

maintenance. The reality here is that Mr. 

or Ms. Customer is thinking “My car is 

running great. Seems to be shifting just 

like it did the day I bought it.” They can’t 

understand why you are asking them to 

spend $1,000 on a car that, as far as they 

are concerned, is running perfectly.

To ask for maintenance dollars before 

educating the consumer is wrong, 

wrong, wrong. The key is to realize that 

you need to educate the client on what 

you are asking them to buy. Go over 

the features and benefits of the service 

and make sure they clearly understand 

what it is you are asking them to spend 

their hard-earned money on, and that 

by investing in maintaining the vehicle, 

they will prevent more of their money 

from being spent on expensive repairs. 

It might sound like a lot to say, but short-

cut this process at your peril.

Talk About the Investment

Now let’s go back to our example of the 

customer with the 4-year-old car need-

ing a timing belt and transmission ser-

vice. This time we explain to them what 

a timing belt is and what it does. Use 

flip charts or one of the many software 

animation tools that show what it does 

and what happens if it breaks. 

Explain to them that they have an 

interference engine, if the belt breaks, 

it will ruin the engine, and to replace 

the engine could cost up to $6,000. Then 

explain to them what the purpose of 

transmission fluid is, how the contami-

nated fluid no longer can protect the 

transmission and that the transmission 

can cost upward of $4,000 to replace. 

Once you have fully educated the 

customer and they are fully aware of 

what these maintenance services will 

do, then and only then do you tell them 

their total investment is only $1,000 — 

10 percent the price of repair. You have 

more training and sales tools than ever 

before, but you have to take the time to 

use them. I can assure you that you will 

sell a lot more maintenance if you slow 

down the sales process and educate.

We have performed a lot of research 

in this area and created a great 15-min-

ute interactive tutorial to help our clients 

improve maintenance sales. We are 

opening it free to our Motor Age read-

ers for a limited time. Get full details at 

www.ationlinetraining.com/2014-08. 

“WHAT IS THE BIGGEST MISTAKE WE MAKE SELLING MAINTENANCE? ASKING FOR 

MAINTENANCE DOLLARS BEFORE EDUCATING THE CUSTOMER.”

CHRIS “CHUBBY” FREDERICK  [ATI CEO]

PROFIT MATTERS

CHRIS “CHUBBY” 
FREDERICK
CONTRIBUTOR

Chris “Chubby” Frederick is the CEO and founder of the 
Automotive Training Institute. ATI’s 108 associates train 
and coach more than 1,150 shop owners every week 
across North America to drive profi ts and dreams home 
to their families. Our associates love helping shop owners 
who are having the same struggle as many of them have 
had, and who are looking for the same answers — and 
in some cases looking for a lifeline. This month’s article 
was written with the help of Rick Johnson, a shop owner 
from Nebraska and a senior ATI coach.

  E-mail Chubby at cfrederick@autotraining.net
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Forget the silver bullet…

Get the magic pill

Put your best face forward.

Be Known. Be Heard. Be Seen.

Print & Digital campaigns, 

crafted by experts, to engage,

gain and retain today’s

constantly-connected customer.

Direct Mail Email Social

Contact a Consultant for a six-month supply…

Call 800.926.2451 x333 or visit MovingTargets.com
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THERE 
are shop own-

ers across North 

America who have 

worked diligently on their business 

for years compared to in their busi-

ness as so many owners have found 

themselves trapped.

These silent minority owners under-

stand the difference between cost and 

investment into the business and that 

working on the business means that 

net income is a word they embrace. 

The business must provide a pro-

fessional income for their own 

family and their staff, build a 

great loyal clientele and 

customer base as 

well as develop a 

historical record 

that the busi-

ness has a pro-

gressive sys-

tem in place 

to sustain 

profitability 

and grow 

t h r o u g h 

o n -

going evaluation procedures so it can 

be sold (succession) down the road. 

Everything appears to be on track 

for those progressive shops, but how 

can an average shop reach that level 

when the path for the next five years 

is far from crystal clear?

Perhaps you are one of those shop 

owners who is ready for the next step 

in your business.

The next step, which today 

many progressive shops don’t talk 

too much about, is the under-

standing of having a per-

sonal business coach and 

mentor working behind 

the scenes with them 

on their business. 

T h i s  i s  a n d 

should be a very 

humbl ing step 

and process to 

go through. It is 

very private and 

confidential; it 

is personal; it 

is focused; 

it makes 

SEARCHING OUT 
A COACH
ARE YOU READY TO TAKE THE MOST IMPORTANT STEP IN YOUR BUSINESS?

BY BoB Greenwood | CONTRIBUTOR

 Financial Figures

Photo: ThinkStock

Scan this Qr Code to get more on 

your smartphone. or visit 

MotorAge.com/bobgreenwood

GET A FREE SCAN TOOL APP AT:
www.scanlife.com
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   The “Race For The Chase” Is On……    

     Federated Will Be There

Federated Auto Parts is honored to once again sponsor NASCAR’s “Last Race Before the Chase.”

This year’s Federated Auto Parts 400 Sprint Cup race is being held September 6 at the 

Richmond International Raceway and will be seen nationally on ABC-TV.  

Thousands of Federated guests will travel to Richmond for an  

exciting weekend of NASCAR racing and hospitality.
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people throughout the shop account-

able. Everything is measured monthly 

in the business, and most important, if 

you truly are an entrepreneur capable 

of taking direction from proven pro-

cesses, it brings incredible results.

A professional coaching and men-

toring service is not something you 

just sign up for. It is service that you 

must apply for. This is not a program 

about volume, it is a special relation-

ship of absolute trust and clear com-

munication.

The best quality and proven coach-

ing and mentoring services specialize 

in the independent automotive after-

market service shop business. That is 

their only industry sector. They evalu-

ate the business, continuously view-

ing the business from the outside, 

including at 5,000- and 10,000-foot 

levels. That is required today to see 

how the auto care industry is evolving 

and what issues will affect their clien-

tele. The business coach supports the 

owner completely through open acces-

sibility as well as provides the neces-

sary management and staff business 

training to move things forward. 

The coaching/mentoring service 

has a procedure and process for their 

new potential clients to take before 

they are even accepted as a client, 

because it will be a three- to five-

year contractual relationship. In all 

cases there will be a minimum pre-

requisite of having attended certain 

business courses they put on within 

the past year and a half to ensure the 

owner has an thorough understand-

ing of today’s business realities and 

how they are going to approach the 

business. It also always will involve a 

complete in-depth analysis of the busi-

ness’ financial statements for the past 

two to four years. 

The reason for this is because the 

service company wants to know that 

a minimum of an additional $75,000 

to $100,000 in gross profit per year is 

buried in the current business which, 

when pulled out, provides an excel-

lent return for the business for the 

fees being invested for the service. 

Also interviews with the owner and 

spouse are completed to ensure the 

owner and spouse are committed to 

the business changes that the coach 

knows will be required, and most 

importantly, that the coach/mentor 

and owner’s personalities can work 

together. Too many shop owners think 

the coach will “do it for me,” which 

means they don’t get it, compared to 

the understanding of what the owner 

is really looking for, which is “what 

should I do, where do I direct my time 

and efforts and how do I do it” to get 

the results?

Paying it Forward
The service is very in-depth, but when 

you think about it, the coaching/mentor-

ing service must be in-depth as running 

a professional automotive service shop 

is the most complex retail business in 

the marketplace today. This is why a 

quality coaching/mentoring service can 

be in the area of $2,500 to $3,000 per 

month for a three- to five-year term. 

Most shop owners would automati-

cally say, “I can’t afford that,” but that 

means the owner is not thinking like an 

entrepreneur and has closed the door 

before even looking into the next room. 

When the coaching service is a 

quality service, their fees turn out to 

be equivalent to a low cost part time 

employee. The better coaching ser-

vices actually, through a contract, 

guarantee a 2.5 to 3.0 times return on 

the annual investment each year the 

client is making. That is why quality 

coaching demands a rigorous initial 

investigation as it should be. Volume 

programs are not the answer today in 

the long run.

The coach/mentor is not going to 

take the shop on if the service does 

not provide a proper financial return. 

No business coach will accept a client 

that is set up for failure, and that is 

why they are very specific as to their 

processes of evaluating potential cli-

ents. An entrepreneurial thinking shop 

owner understands that and will be 

looking for the return for the invest-

ment to be made before the service is 

going to be accepted. 

The business coach is looking at 

the owner’s capability, attitude of 

being able to do what he/she said they 

would do as well as the true desire to 

grow their business. You can have all 

the systems, procedures and qual-

ity advice available to you, but if the 

owner can’t follow through with his/

her responsibility and do what they 

said they will do, the coach will not 

allow that owner onto his team.

Once the business coach has at least 

six and maximum of eight clients, he or 

she will organize a confidential focus 

group because then like mind-set own-

ers can get together, with the coach as 

the facilitator, to share valuable mar-

ketplace experiences and information, 

evaluate each others businesses using 

the same measurement criteria (com-

paring apples with apples) and analyz-

ing internal business processes. This 

provides more accountability of each 

member to ensuring things are on 

track to getting done. Talk is cheap; it 

is the results that are important.

The aftermarket must move into 

the 21st century and start embracing 

modern techniques and services that 

moves their business forward. The 

shop owner no longer can do it all him/

herself or operate on his/her own, like 

being on an island, thinking they know 

it all and are aware of all the changes 

coming down the road that will affect 

their business. This is an in-depth pro-

fession today, and the business capa-

bilities must be put in place to ensure 

the success of the enterprise. 

When you are ready for a true coach-

ing business system, take the time 

and compare each offering in writ-

ing. Finally, always have your lawyer 

review and advise you of the contrac-

tual arrangements into which you are 

about to enter. This is the right way 

to do business, totally open, up front 

and in print.

So I ask again, are you ready for the 

next most important step in your busi-

ness to ensure its survival and pros-

perity?” Slow down and investigate 

the opportunities. It might be the best 

exercise with your time that you ever 

do for yourself and your business. 

BoB 
Greenwood
Contributor

bob Greenwood, AAM, is president and CEo of Automo-
tive Aftermarket E-Learning Centre Ltd. (AAEC), a 
company focused on providing business management 
resources and development for the independent sector 
of the automotive aftermarket industry utilizing the 
internet environment. bob has more than 36 years of 
business management experience within the indepen-
dent aftermarket industry, consulting independent 
retail shops on all facets of their business operations. 
bob is one of 150 worldwide AMi approved instructors.

  e-mail Bob at greenwood@aaec.ca
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KYB Shocks & Struts

Research, testing, zero-defect manufacturing tolerance and a commitment to 
original vehicle design and performance. The choice of New Vehicle Manufacturers 
and Top Service Professionals around the world.

Beware of Copies & Imitations

If it doesn’t have the KYB logo - it’s not KYB.  Anything less than KYB.......is just less!

Please visit us at www.kyb.com to learn more
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DAVID TYLER

mechanic, Lara’s Auto Repair
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*Excludes sales tax. See website for details.

/// Hot Shot Delivery. Just one more extra mile we go for guys like David. 

If David doesn’t get parts on time, his customers don’t return. But with our Hot Shot Delivery,  

he gets the part he orders in 45 minutes or less, so he can get customers out the door faster.  

Hear more from David and get 5% off all online orders for 90 days* 

 at AutoZonePro.com/shoptalk.
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Photos: Tony’s Auto Service Center

But the real legacy isn’t in the name, 

but in the family’s principled approach to 

doing business. Tony Sr. lived and worked 

by a strict ethical code, which he passed 

on to his son and daughter Catherine, the 

company’s general manager. 

“At home, that was just the way it 

was,” she recalls. “Our parents taught 

us about money, but also about treating 

people fairly. We feel that if we do the 

right thing, customers are going to come 

back to us. We still have customers from 

my dad’s station. We don’t know how 

to do it any other way.” 

Their integrity is so renowned 

they’ve actually won awards for it: in 

2013 the Better Business Bureau (BBB) 

Business Ethics Award, and the 2014 

BBB International Torch Award for Eth-

ics. And this isn’t just automotive, this 

is for any business in their size cate-

gory in the world. The BBB describes 

the purpose of these awards “to pro-

mote and foster the highest ethical re-

lationship between businesses and the 

public through voluntary self-regula-

tion, consumer and business education 

and service excellence.”

Tony Jr. has stated that the com-

pany will take no shortcuts, sell no in-

ferior parts, employ no untrained or 

unscrupulous technicians and offer no 

“shady deals” or “bait and switch.” 

“Ethics is communication at a heart-

to-heart level,” he writes. “It goes be-

yond logic and beyond dollars and 

cents. It runs far deeper than common 

sense, because ethical practices affect 

the well-being of people. There is no 

double talk and no pretending. Ethics 

is a bond of trust, person to person, 

that can be depended upon.”

Doing the 
right thing
This shop’s owners and staff put their money and 

time where their mouths are.

BY ROBERT BRAVENDER | CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

T
he Guidos are a legacy in the Arcadia neighborhood of 

Phoenix. Tony Guido Sr. opened his fi rst full service 

station there in 1958. Following his father into the busi-

ness, Tony Jr. eventually started his own company in 

1988, naming it Tony’s Auto Service Center, partly in honor of 

his dad, all of which was mentioned when Motor Age fi rst pro-

fi led the shop back in 2011.

AT A GLANCE

Tony’s Auto Service Center
Shop name

Tony Guido, Catherine Guido
Owners

Phoenix
Location

1
Number of locations

26
Years in business

9
Total number of employees

5
Number of technicians

3,000 square feet
Shop size

7
Number of bays

70
Average vehicles per week

$498
Average weekly repair ticket

$1.5 million
Annual gross revenue

AAA, BBB, ASE, ASA, AMI
Shop affi liation

A snapshot of one of the industry’s leading shops

TONY’S AUTO SERVICE CENTER / PHOENIX

THIS IS THE LAST MONTH TO 
ENTER THE 2014 CONTEST!  

MOTORAGE.COM/TOPSHOPS
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lifting

BendPak’s HDS-Truck Series four-post lifts are a whole new breed of rugged. They’re 

newly engineered heavy-duty truck lifts that make light work out of heavy lifting. They 

work better, are built to last, and feature upgrades that increase safety, durability and 

productivity. The four-post HDS series provides a generous 18,000 to 40,000-lb. lifting 

capacity and features extra-wide runways to accommodate a wide variety of vehicles 

configurations. Contact your local BendPak/Ranger dealer or call 1-800-253-2363.
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HEaVyWEigHt
portability

BendPak portable column lifts offer the versatility and time saving 

features to keep your work bays more productive and your profits 

soaring. no other system on the market matches it for safety, flexibility 

and ease-of-use. With a lifting capacity of 72,000 pounds per set of 

four, never before has a series of portable column lifts delivered so 

much power and versatility for both indoor and outdoor use. Contact 

your local BendPak/Ranger dealer or call 1-800-253-2363.

© 2014 BendPak / Ranger Products are registered trademarks. Call 1-800-253-2363 ∙ www.bendpak.com
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ARE YOU ONE OF THE BEST SHOPS IN AMERICA?

And the staff doesn’t rest on their 

laurels; they have ethics classes and 

reviews throughout the year. “We chose 

to do it the ethical way instead of try-

ing to make the most money,” Cathe-

rine Guido states. “Obviously we’re a 

business, we want to make money, but 

we want to make sure no one goes 

away from here saying they were ripped 

off or pressured. That’s a big thing — 

we do not pressure our customers to 

buy; that’s where our ABCs come in.” 

This triage technique has the staff 

prioritizing repairs for customers so 

they don’t have to buy everything all 

at once. “You can have a leaking rack 

and pinion for a year before you have 

to actually go and replace it,” Catherine 

points out. “So we have them come in 

every few months, check their f uids, 

make sure that they’re full. They’ll f x 

it when they can, and they always come 

back and do it. 

“If we make a mistake, we f x it,” 

she continues. “We go above and be-

yond to f x something that wasn’t even 

our fault; oftentimes we’ll give the cus-

tomer a break and f x it for them any-

way. If they have a problem and they 

can’t afford it, we f nd a way to make 

it affordable for them, either by help-

ing them ourselves or putting them in 

touch with someone else who can. We 

could sell like some shops, but our cus-

tomers come back to us over and over 

again, so we’re not afraid of not get-

ting the sale.”

Then there’s the company’s com-

munity service, where they aggres-

sively pay it forward. “We do a neigh-

borhood program where we have a few 

elderly customers who live alone,” she 

explains. “We have extra house keys 

here, and a deal with the mailmen to 

check up on them if their mail’s not 

picked up. We have another customer 

who has to have a certain amount of 

(health) tests done; we drop him off 

and pick him up a couple times a year.” 

Other community projects include 

helping the Detour Company Theater, 

a non-prof t organization offering per-

forming arts opportunities for people 

with physical and mental handicaps. 

“We bought them a 19-passenger van 

to help them get to their shows, which 

are sometimes out of state,” Catherine 

explains. “Besides maintaining that 

for them, we also help move their sets.” 

Likewise employees and their families 

pitch in for celebrations like the De-

tour’s annual Christmas party.

And with 10,000 neighbors in their 

zip code alone, Tony’s Auto Service 

Center helps a lot of schools in the area. 

For fundraising auctions they donate 

$50 to $100 gift certif cates to be used 

at the shop, as well as conduct car care 

clinics for high school and college 

students. 

“We have kids come in here and we 

teach them the basics,” Catherine out-

lines. “How to change a tire, check oil, 

know what the warning lights mean, 

when to pull the car off the road so they 

don’t ruin it before they know it. We 

also have car care clinics for adults — 

mostly women, not too many men come 

in. They may not want to learn how to 

change oil, but they want to know if 

they’re being ripped off.” 

And f nally there is their matching 

funds program. “Even though there 

are only 10 employees here, Tony match-

es every employee who gives to char-

ity,” she states. Once an employee opts 

for a certain amount of money to be 

taken out of their weekly paycheck, at 

the end of the year Tony Jr. matches 

that fund. 

“We live and work in the commu-

nity, and we want to make sure it sur-

vives,” Catherine explains. Of course 

Tony’s does the average amount of the 

usual marketing: coupons, mailers, f i-

ers, newspaper ads. But what really 

seals the deal is the reputation they’ve 

earned; the only place their altruism 

is publicizing is on the company’s web-

site, but word gets out probably just 

through sheer volume. Now that’s a 

legacy. 

ROBERT
BRAVENDER
CONTRIBUTOR

Robert Bravender graduated from the University of 
Memphis with a bachelor’s degree in film and video 
production. He has edited magazines and produced 
shows for numerous channels, including “Motorhead 
Garage” with longtime how-to guys Sam Memmolo and 
Dave Bowman.

  Email Robert at rbravender@comcast.net

(TOP LEFT) The team at Tony’s is 
(front row, from left) Don Lafferty, 
Catherine Guido, Ronald Hunt; 
(middle row) Tyler Grant, Jose 
Fierro; (back row) Scott Petrie, 
Chuck Parke and Michael Swanson. 
(MIDDLE LEFT) Customers see the 
shop’s plethora of awards upon 
entering the business. (BOTTOM 
LEFT) Techs work on a vehicle 
in one of the shop’s seven bays. 
(TOP RIGHT) A larger heavy-duty 
bay also is featured at the Phoenix 
business.
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read it on MotorAge.com

NEW VIDEOS

CARDONE has added 

ProTech technical 

videos for Honda, 

Dodge and GM cars. 

/cardonevideo

THIRD EXPO

WORLDPAC delivers 

3rd supplier & trainer 

expo, teaching critical 

business skills. 

/worldpacexpo 

BACK IN ALA.

The Southern 

Automotive Conference 

(SAC) returns to 

Alabama this fall.

/sac 
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46 Undercar

56 ATSG Technical Training

DSG 
World part one in July’s 

POWERTRAIN PRO sec-

tion of Motor Age took 

some time to discuss the DQ200 dual 

dry clutch unit covering typical fail-

ures encountered with this transmis-

sion, many of which were resolved 

with reprogramming the Mechatronic 

unit with modified software from TVS. 

Much of this information was dedicated 

to the online international readers of 

POWERTRAIN PRO. 

In this article, attention is given to 

the DQ250 commonly known here in 

the United States as the DSG 02E gear 

box (Figure 1). TVS comments that of 

all the varieties of Volkswagens DSG 

gear boxes, this is the best one. But 

that doesn’t mean its problem-free 

either. This too has programming in 

need of modifications, which will in 

part be covered in this article.

Before we do, aside from pulling 

codes and making fluid level and condi-

tion checks, it is always good to perform 

the following checks and procedures as 

a preliminary diagnostic routine. 

1. Check wheel speed signals, as the 

ABS interacts with the Mechatronic 

unit and can contribute to a malfunc-

tion. (The Mechatronic unit is the 

Exploring More 
of the DSG World
IN THE SECOND PART OF A LOOK AT THE DUAL CLUTCH GEARBOX, 
WE EXAMINE THE MOST COMMON ONE YOU WILL SEE HERE IN THE U.S.

BY WAYNE COLONNA | POWERTRAIN PRO PUBLISHER

MORE POWERTRAIN PRO

CHECK OUT THIS MONTHÕS SPECIAL 

SUPPLEMENT & SIGN UP FOR EMAILS.

www.MotorAge.com/ptpf ash

waYne colonna

is President of the Automatic Transmission 
Service Group (ATSG) in Cutler Bay, Fla., 
and a frequent speaker/instructor for 
transmission training around the globe.

Figure 1
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Kia vehicles are at the forefront of 

today’s technological engineering. 

Unique components in our Kia vehicles 

demand precise engineering and fit. 

Kia customers deserve Genuine Kia 

replacement  parts to keep them 

satisfied for years to come. Our 

brand’s popularity continues to grow 

meaning more Kia customers for 

your shop. Always specify Genuine 

Kia Parts for the highest level of fit, 

function and quality. 

Contact your local Kia dealer today 

for assistance and delivery 

of your parts.
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EXACT-FIT ENGINEERING QUALITY

Built to exacting 
application-specifc 
requirements

moogproblemsolver.com

O V E R

1800
 PART NUMBERS

Import and undercar specialists 

can count on MOOG® to have the 

control arm coverage they need to 

get the job done. With the quality 

and performance you expect 

from the leader in steering and 

suspension components.

CONTROL ARMS 

YOU CAN  

COUNT ON.

RK621159 

2008-2013  
Mercedes Benz C300

©2014 Federal-Mogul Corporation. NASCAR is a registered trademark of 
NASCAR, Inc. MOOG and The Problem Solver are trademarks owned by  
Federal-Mogul Corporation, or one or more of its subsidiaries, in one or more 
countries. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.  
All rights reserved.

computer and valve body combined – 

Figure 2).

2. Check engine load sensors and 

related filters (fuel, air, etc.). Skewed 

sensor information will affect the engine 

computer’s ability to calculate engine 

torque. This info is then delivered to 

the Mechatronic unit to control clutch 

apply pressure. The Mechatronic unit 

also measures engine torque by how 

much pressure is required to maintain a 

1 percent slip on the fully applied clutch. 

Wrong data can affect this operation.

3. The dual mass flywheel can cause 

noise and clunk complaints (Figure 3). 

Listen for noise coming from between 

the engine and transmission. The 

clutch drum assembly also can cause 

clunk shifts. The clutch drum drive 

cover snap ring is known to pop out of 

its groove (Figure 4). This is not to be 

confused with the sealing cover (Figure 

5). The drive cover is located behind the 

sealed cover. The actual double clutch 

drum is held in position by a small 

heavy snap ring. The drive cover index-

es to the double clutch drum (Figures 

6 and 7). When the drive cover snap 

ring pops out, this cover does not have 

too much room to travel, so it bounces 

Figure 2

Figure 3
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With over 1800 control arms currently available, the MOOG® ever-expanding range  

of control arms provides you the performance and coverage to service a wider array  

of Asian, European and domestic vehicles. 

MOOG® control arms are quality engineered to ensure all axis and geometry points  

are an OE match, providing ease of installation and precise alignment, saving you  

valuable time in the service bay.

MOOG® control arms offer proven performance and are another reason why MOOG  

is the preferred brand of professional technicians and NASCAR® crew chiefs.

MOOG® CONTROL ARMS  

HAVE YOU COVERED.

COVERAGE

QUALITY

PERFORMANCE
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©2014 Federal-Mogul Corporation. NASCAR is a registered trademark of NASCAR, Inc. MOOG and The Problem Solver are trademarks owned by Federal-Mogul Corporation,  
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Precision axis and geometry  
points for precise alignment

Pre-installed bushings and ball 
joints, where applicable
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between the sealed cover and the dou-

ble clutch drum assembly causing the 

clunking sound on the shifts. 

4. Perform basic settings with a capa-

ble scan tool or lap top based program.

Software updates, basic settings and 

oil changes are useless in 96 percent 

of the cases when a gearbox has a real 

problem, unless the gearbox has had no 

new oil in 200,000 km.

With these preliminary diagnostic 

routines now discussed, the problems 

encountered with this box are:

1. The Mechatronic unit, the No. 1 

problem area.

2. A failed clutch assem-

bly would run second 

place. 

3. Bearing fail-

ure is very rare. 

A l t h o u g h  T V S 

hears from others 

that they see bear-

ing problems, they 

themselves see only 

a few a year. 

When these DSG 

units begin to fail, the 

shifts become very clunky. It 

can be due to programming issues, 

clutch drum problems or 

something is wrong 

inside the transmis-

sion. TVS engineer-

ing feels it is better 

to replace what 

is needed rather 

than rebuilding it. 

From their experi-

ence, it is better 

to just change the 

Mechatronic assem-

bly, or the clutch drum 

assembly, or the main gear 

box with a new one. 

It seems that once you disassemble 

these transmissions, after repairs and 

installation, the transmission never 

seems to shift right. In fact they par-

tially disassembled a new transmis-

sion, reassembled it and installed it 

into a vehicle. The result was a noisy 

gearbox. After driving it approximate-

ly 620 miles (1,000 km), the noise did 

quiet down some but still remained 

very much noticeable. For this reason, 

TVS has concluded that opening up 

a DQ250 is not a very good idea, par-

ticularly so if you have a customer that 

complains about everything. There 

will be noise and it will not shift as 

smooth as it once did. 

This is especially true with 4-wheel 

drive versions, as they already are 

inherently noisy and clunky, and 

unexplainably so. You can use all new 

parts, torque everything perfectly with 

all proper clearances and you still will 

have noise and clunk issues in many 

cases. TVS had a brand new 2-wheel 

drive transmission that was shifting 

smoothly and had no noise. They con-

verted it to a 4-wheel drive set up with 

minimum necessary parts and it had 

Figure 4

Figure 5

Want more 
transmission tips and 

system tricks? Check out
the special POWERTRAIN PRO

supplement this month! 
MotorAge.com/
powertrainpro

“Sometimes changing the 

Mechatronic assembly also 

can help, but the real problem 

has to do with programming. 

The clutch when fully applied 

is programmed to have a 1 

percent slip.”
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NAPA TRACS USERS NEVER HAVE 

TO WRITE DOWN ANOTHER VIN #

This breakthrough new shop productivity app works on Apple and Android phones and allows you to scan

and decode VIN’s right at the vehicle and send them directly to TRACS to start an estimate or for NAPA part

lookup. You can even enter information such as customer name, tag #, mileage and select a symptom right

from the parking lot. It’s fast, easy and accurate and gives you the KNOW HOW to “ditch the pencil” for good.

If you are a current NAPA TRACS user, search for “NAPA TRACS” on your phone’s app store to download
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more light

Vision

+30% 

VisionPlus

more light
+60% 

X-tremeVision

 
more light

up to

+100% 

Philips Vision,  

VisionPlus and  

X-tremeVision  

upgrade headlights

Philips halogen upgrade 

headlight bulbs deliver  

30%, 60%, or even up to 

100% more light on the  

road.  More light at night 

makes driving safer and 

more enjoyable. 

Give your customers  

the headlight that’s right  

for the way they drive  

– from Philips.

To learn more call  

1-800-257-6054 

www.philips.com/automotive

noise. It also resulted in a very harsh 

engagement into drive or reverse. 

Another problem that can be experi-

enced occurs in vehicles using 2.0L TDI 

engines. The driver accelerates up to 

4th gear at 2,000 rpm when the turbo 

kicks in hard and you feel a heavy vibra-

tion in the car. It feels like a bad fuel 

injector. Replacing the clutch assem-

bly helps about 35 percent of the time. 

Besides clutch issues being the cause in 

some cases, these assemblies may have 

torsion spring problems as well. 

Other times there may be fluid to 

friction issues, which changing the 

fluid might help. It does not completely 

eliminate the problem, but it does help. 

If changing the clutch assembly elimi-

nates the problem, it might come back 

again approximately 6,200 miles (10,000 

km) later with the same complaint. The 

shudder complaint usually occurs after 

a highway run and the transmission is 

hot. Once you are back into city driving 

the shudder comes back again. 

Sometimes changing the Mechatronic 

assembly also can help, but the real 

problem has to do with programming. 

The clutch when fully applied is pro-

grammed to have a 1 percent slip. If it 

Figure 6

Figure 7
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doesn’t see that slip, it will lessen the apply pressure. Then 

when it slips too much, it increases pressure. The cycling of 

the clutch in an attempt to maintain a 1 percent slip causes 

the heavy vibration throughout the vehicle. In time it causes 

damage to the friction plates and properties in the fluid break 

down as well. TVS reprograms the Mechatronic unit with a 

modified slip ratio to resolves this problem.

Finishing Up
Just a bit more on this closed loop system, using engine 

management software as an example — it has a fuel map 

targeted to obtain a 14.7 to 1 air fuel ratio. Through oxygen 

sensor input, the system constantly adjusts fuel delivery to 

maintain the ideal 14.7 air fuel ratio. 

Similarly, the Mechatronic unit receives input that 

the engine controller is calling for 300Nm of torque. The 

Mechatronic unit calculates that 116 psi (8 bars) of pressure 

will be needed to maintain a 1 percent slip, i.e., when engine 

rpm is 2500, input shaft 1 or 2 rpm will be 2,475. By preset 

values such as this, the Mechatronic unit can quickly adjust 

clutch pressure to meet engine torque while constantly main-

taining a 1 percent slip. If it notices a zero percent slip with 

116 psi, it begins to drop pressure and sees that at 109 psi 

(7.5 bars) it sees the 1 percent slip. The Mechatronic is learn-

ing and then adapts to a new preset value of - 7 psi (-0.5 bars) 

for the next time 300Nm of torque is required. 

This adaptation value however is not presented in psi or 

bars, it is presented in amperage and frequency percent of 

the clutch solenoid. The computer will decrease or increase 

amperage via frequency to raise or lower clutch pressure; so 

one might see a -0.15 amps as an adaptation value. Again, 

within the program there are tables which cross reference 

data of preset values to quickly respond to real time driving. 

This is done for acceleration, deceleration, high, medium and 

low loads as well as creep modes (when you are driving just 

a few miles per hour). 

One complaint often times voiced by the driver is that 

acceleration from a stop seems slow. You can bury the pedal, 

yet the vehicle will accelerate slower than expected. The rea-

son for this is to keep torque increase relative to clutch pres-

sure. They both build up slowly so everything goes smoothly. 

This is considered normal. 

There is an option for those who want a faster acceleration 

for racing and it is called a launch control. This is not a stan-

dard option in every vehicle here in the U.S. Launch control is 

when you select sport mode and deactivate stability control, 

then stand on both the brake and the throttle simultaneously; 

the engine will ramp up to about 3,000 rpm. As soon as you 

release the brake pedal, the computer will manage the torque 

to provide a maximum 0 to 60 performance. 

But even this is slower than what is desired, and TVS 

developed a program to shorten the lag time without com-

promising the clutch. Its launch control operates from the 

manual shift mode. It removed the annoying half second 

delay time normally observed on launch, pumping 174 psi 

(12 bars) into the clutch. It becomes so strong that it wants 

to push the vehicle through the brakes. 

Another software issue that occurs is during deceleration. 

Some newer software with added features affects the way 

it assists in slowing the vehicle through “engine braking.” 

Some earlier versions lacking these added features allowed 

for smoother deceleration. When a new Mechatronic unit is 

installed, they now have a more pronounced engine brak-

ing occurring during deceleration, which they have not had 

before. Additionally, you can have two vehicles the same 

year, make and engine size yet this feature will act complete-

ly different between the two vehicles. The Mechatronic unit 

interacts with the engine’s software of which there can be 

differences, thus causing a problem in one of the vehicles and 

not the other. Once again, reprogramming the Mechatronic 

unit will be required to eliminate the rough downshift feel 

the driver will complain about.

There are several other shifting complaints that are consid-

ered normal for this double clutch transmission. One of which 

is shifting from 5th to 6th and back to 5th. Under certain 

driving conditions it is difficult for the transmission to make 

this transition smoothly. The action it takes to make the shift 

is perceived as a slip. 

Delayed Tiptronic down shift control is another. This too 

is considered normal operation as this requires multiple 

declutching. Certain synchronization speeds must be reached 

for declutching to take place, which can be as long as 1 second.

One other point to make relates to parking the vehicle. A 

contributing factor in causing premature failure of the trans-

mission is to place the vehicle into Park before applying the 

power brake. We have seen parking pawls snap as a result of 

this incorrect procedure. The proper procedure is to apply the 

power brake first then place the selector lever into Park. 
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more productive! 
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W
hat is Mazda’s SKYACTIV 

technology? Let’s break it 

down. “SKY” is about pre-

serving the environment 

by lowering CO2 emis-

sions. “ACTIV” is about preserving 

the excitement of driving by making 

the driver an active part of a system 

Mazda disguised as a car.

I am amazed at the new technology 

and the twists taken on some old ideas 

you see in Mazda’s SKYACTIV technol-

ogy. One of the ideas that really caught 

my eye was raising the compression 

ratio of the gasoline engine to 14:1 and 

the lowering of their diesel engines to 

14:1 compression ratio. Looking into 

how they could do this and make it 

work was very interesting.

Background
Mazda launched its SKYACTIV technol-

ogy for model year 2011. Mazda took 

on the challenge to promote driving 

pleasure while being environmentally 

friendly and providing outstanding 

safety for its vehicles’ occupants. It 

began the redesign around 2008 with 

the idea that by 2015 it could increase 

fuel economy by 30 percent over 2008 

models, without decreasing driving 

pleasure or safety. 

Mazda believes the internal com-

bustion engine still is going be a major 

player in the future. It made the deci-

sion to position itself to seamlessly 

merge the internal combustion engine 

with present and future technologies 

such as electric drive, while keeping 

the driving experience alive. Mazda 

believes in the concept of having the 

engine, transmission, body and chas-

sis all work as a system, including the 

driver. Some of the problems its engi-

neers faced were improving already 

highly efficient engines, improving 

both automatic and manual transmis-

sions and giving the vehicle a rigid 

MAZDA TAKES A TOTAL APPROACH TO DESIGN.

BY TIM JANELLO | CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

Photos: Mazda

Scan this QR Code to read more on 

your smartphone about 

Skyactiv-D’s debut at LeMans. Or 

visit MotorAge.com/skyactivd

GET A FREE SCAN TOOL APP AT:
www.scanlife.com

The Red highlighted sections show the design of the support structure. This system gives Mazda vehicles 

an improved ride much like the ride of a heavier vehicle yet keeps it fuel eff cient and gives it nimble 

handling. Energy from an impact is also dissipated throughout the vehicle’s frame work.

 driVaBiLitY driVaBiLitY

 undercar
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body and chassis while maintaining 

safety from a lighter weight car for 

improved fuel economy.

We all know that an internal com-

bustion engine is not efficient; some-

where in the neighborhood of 70 to 

80 percent of the energy produced is 

actually lost either through heat or fric-

tion. First, Mazda took a hard look at 

both its gasoline and diesel engines. It 

went back to the drawing board to fig-

ure out how to pull more useful energy 

from the engines. One of first things it 

considered was gasoline direct injec-

tion (GDI) technology. That was just 

not good enough, though; Mazda 

wanted to improve it. All hot-rodders 

know that high compression engines 

typically put out more power, but the 

problem is that squeezing the air that 

tightly costs energy (pumping losses), 

just like the power it takes to run an 

air compressor. Mazda engineers also 

took aim at reducing internal engine 

friction and weight.

SKYACTIV-G  
(Gasoline Engine)
Engineers have been chasing 

Homogenous Controlled Combustion 

Ignition (HCCI) engines for a while. 

GDI is the newest step toward getting 

more energy from combustion. GDI is a 

gas engine designed much like a diesel. 

The gas is injected under higher pres-

sures (500 to 3,000 psi) directly into 

the combustion chamber allowing for 

a more complete burn. The air in the 

cylinder is directed toward the spark 

plug located in the center of the cyl-

inder head where gas is sprayed just 

before ignition. 

Mazda asked the question, “How do 

you get more power with less fuel?” 

The answer is to increase combustion 

expansion ratio. This means a small-

er combustion area, thus increasing 

down pressure on the piston. This is 

why Mazda increased the compres-

sion ratio to 14:1. As you know, engine 

knock robs power, increases emissions 

and causes engine damage, so engi-

neers first went about lowering cylin-

der temps. Mazda decided to remove 

more residual exhaust gases from the 

cylinder. 

As you know there is some exhaust 

back pressure with a major part being 

push-back (resonance) from the other 

cylinders. To overcome this problem, 

Mazda played on the idea of long tube 

tuned exhaust headers. Hot-rodders 

have used tuned headers to help 

extract the exhaust by making each 

tube length a specific length so one 

cylinder’s exhaust pulse helps extract 

another’s. They measured the timing 

of each exhaust pulse to determine the 

needed length to prevent push back 

at low to mid rpm range. The exhaust 

tubes needed to be 600 mm (about 

23.5 inches) long between cylinders 

on opposite strokes to reduce exhaust 

gas push-back. 

To fit the exhaust manifold in a 

reasonable space, they used a wrap-

around Y-type tube design to get the 

needed length between two cylinders. 

Then the two tubes run into one pipe 

dumping into the catalytic converter, 

leading to the 4-2-1 design. This cut the 

residual cylinder gases from 8 to 4 per-

cent, thus lowering the cylinder temps 

to help defeat engine knock.

Murphy’s Law showed up with 

the 4-2-1 design. The engineers now 

faced a major issue with the catalytic 

converter’s light-off time due to the 

distance from the exhaust ports. They 

adapted another old idea of retarding 

ignition timing to increase exhaust gas 

temps to heat the catalytic converter 

fast enough to prevent any increase in 

exhaust emissions. But this causes cold 

run misfires, so they made a deep cav-

The high-pressure fuel 

injectors are hiding behind 

the fuel rail and pressure 
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the intake runners are 

designed and tuned to take 

advantage of swirling the air 
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ity in the piston specifically shaped so 

the air and fuel are directed toward the 

spark plug creating a stratified charge 

(rich enough for combustion) around 

the spark plug. The specially shaped 

piston cavity had a benefit Mazda took 

advantage of, which prevented the 

combustion flame from coming in con-

tact with the piston causing combus-

tion cooling loss, that would prevent 

flame growth. Another trick Mazda 

used was to map the engine for the 

shortest time the air and fuel spend in 

the chamber before ignition and inten-

sify air flow turbulence in the chamber 

for better mixing.

All of these combustion chamber 

changes allowed them to reduce the 

weight of the pistons by 20 percent, 

reduce connecting rod weight 15 per-

cent and reduce piston ring drag 

37 percent. The engineers 

didn’t stop there; valve 

train friction losses 

were next on the list. 

The engineers used 

another hot-rodder 

trick of roller rock-

ers in the form of 

roller followers on 

the cam. Mazda still 

was looking for more 

energy reduction, so 

it reduced the oil pump-

ing losses 45 percent by 

electronically controlling the oil 

pump. All of the weight and friction 

reductions allowed Mazda engineers 

to increase fuel economy by 15 percent 

and add 15 percent low to mid range 

torque over previous models.

SKYACTIV- D 
(Diesel Engines)
Mazda’s engineers defied conventional 

wisdom by lowering their diesel engine 

to a 14:1 compression ratio. This low-

ered emissions enough to do away with 

expensive exhaust after-treatments 

like Selective Catalyst Reduction (SCR) 

or Lean NOx Trap (LNT), but increased 

performance and fuel economy. This 

idea and some other improvements 

give the Mazda diesel 20 percent better 

fuel mileage while meeting Euro Stage 

6, Japanese Long Term and U.S. Tier2 

Bin5 emissions. Obviously, lowering 

compression ratio equals lower pump-

ing losses, but this also allowed Mazda 

to optimize injection timing for better 

air/fuel mixture combustion while low-

ering engine weight and rotating mass. 

Lowering compression ratios reduc-

es combustion heat thus lowering NOx. 

This also allows more advanced injec-

tion timing giving the air and fuel mol-

ecules more time to better mix before 

combustion. This does two things. 

First, it lowers combustion flash tem-

peratures which lowers NOx, and the 

better mixing gives a more complete 

burn greatly reducing particulate mat-

ter (PM or soot). Most diesels delay 

injection timing so the piston is starting 

down to lower emissions but Mazda 

knew combustion close to TDC makes 

for a more efficient engine. 

It went after that expansion ratio, 

which is greater at top dead center 

(TDC). But again, if you change some-

thing usually other problems arise 

and it did. Lower compression 

causes lower heat, so how 

do you start and idle a 

cold diesel with low 

compression plus 

get any power for 

acceleration? The 

answer required 

several new ideas 

like using multi-hole 

piezo injectors capa-

ble of rapid response 

times (durations in the 

300 micro-seconds) and nine 

injections per combustion stroke. 

This allowed them to not only do the 

pre-, main and post-injection most die-

sels do, but also to modify the injection 

times per cycle for operating conditions 

and allow for precise high pressure 

injections for cold starts. The highly 

atomized fuel helps cold starts, but 

also Mazda adopted super-fast heat-

ing ceramic glow plugs to insure quick 

starts. To overcome cold run misfires, 

Mazda adopted Variable Valve Lift 

(VVL) on the exhaust. Knowing that 

only a single combustion cycle was 

needed to make exhaust temps rise, 

they open the exhaust valve on the 

intake cycle to pull exhaust back into 

the chamber for rapid cylinder heating. 

Most manufactures use the exhaust 

gas recirculation system for this, but 

that takes too much time for heating to 

occur. This technology is instant.

Most every diesel today has tur-

bochargers, but Mazda went to new 

lengths again looking at performance 

engines that use a two-stage turbo char-

ger design adapting these ideas to meet 

needed technology for clean/efficient 

operations under all conditions. Most 

diesels have some form of turbo lag, 

so the two-stage turbocharger enabled 

them to have smooth responsive torque 

output while decreasing emissions. 

The most noticeable change 

is the “well” in the center of 

the piston for mixing the high 

pressure injected gasoline 

and air. This well allows for a 

rich mixture to ignite around 

the spark plug then burns 

lean as the swirling air mixes 

from around the outside of the 

cylinders for a clean burn.

The deep “well” in the center 

of the pistons allow for 

the fuel spray to penetrate 

deeper into the cylinder’s air 

charge for improved mixing 

to lower soot. The 14 to 1 

compression ratio allows 

Mazda to advance injection 

timing providing for a better 

air-fuel mixture. The exhaust 

gas recirculation system 

can also be seen at the back 

of the engine feeding into 

the intake just above the 

electronic throttle plate.

There are certain
tricks that will help
you better f x output

sensors on Fords 
and Mazdas. 
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outputspeed
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A two-stage turbo is one small and 

one large turbo mounted together shar-

ing the same exhaust and intake pipes. 

This allows for switching between 

turbo profiles giving the best air charge 

for the operating conditions. A small 

turbo will spool up using less exhaust 

to give good boost at low rpms, and the 

large turbo produces boost at higher 

engine speed giving a great torque 

curve over the entire driving range. 

This turbo design also gave Mazda bet-

ter boost control helping to lower both 

NOx and soot output.  

Without the need for the expen-

sive and fuel robbing regeneration of 

after-treatment systems Mazda is way 

ahead of the game. All of the advanc-

es Mazda did to their diesel engine 

allowed them to change to an all alu-

minum block and a thinner cylinder 

head, cutting a whopping 62 pounds 

(28 kg) of weight plus shaving the pis-

tons’ weight by 25 percent.

SKYACTIV-Drive  
(Automatic Transmission)
Mazda took aim at combining all the 

best advantages of each transmission 

type to make each one better. It looked 

at the advantages of a conventional 

(step shifting) automatic transmission, 

continuously variable transmission 

(CVT) and a dual clutch transmission 

(DCT). It improved fuel economy 4 to 

7 percent by reducing slip, cutting 

weight and reducing friction losses. 

It wanted a smoother shift, but also 

wanted to keep the fun in driving no 

matter which transmission choice the 

driver wants. 

Everyone knows that a torque con-

verter gives smooth starts and shifts 

but robs mpgs. Mazda wanted to get 

rid of slippage between shifts, so it 

improved the torque converter. To 

reduce the slippage, it locked the 

converter up just after takeoff. This 

required tighter electronic controls of 

both the engine and transmission plus 

better cooling of the multi-disc lock up 

clutch. The engineers controlled Noise, 

Vibration and Harshness (NVH) by 

providing a damper and compact torus 

(vane) in the torque converter, but also 

did a redesign of everything from the 

engine to the exhaust system. 

To improve transmission oil pressure 

control they combined the hydraulic 

controls with the electronic controls 

into a Mechatronics module and locat-

ed in the transmission. To get better 

shift quality, Mazda engineers came up 

with direct linear solenoids for quicker, 

more precise pressure control response 

giving better shifts.

SKYACTIV-MT  
(Manual Transmission)
Mazda came up with some different 

slants on manual transmission shifting 

and internal redesigns to lower weight 

by 16 percent and reduce friction by 

1 percent. Mazda wanted to develop 

two levels of manual transmissions, a 

large and mid-size to handle different 

types of power plants or combinations 

of. Space and weight were a major 

concern along with that driving expe-

rience theme. 

It first looked to improve shift feel and 

shorten the shift stroke. This required 

redesigning the internal stroke by add-

ing a small module spline to move the 

synchronizers. It adopted lock ball type 

synchronizers, shift load cancellers and 

ball bearing on the slides to give an 

easier but positive feeling shift.  It rear-

ranged the gears, moving first gear to 

the top shaft, using a common 2nd/3rd 

input gear and doing away with the 

reverse idler shaft. This allowed for a 

more compact and lighter weight yet 

tough, fun shifting transmission.

SKYACTIV Body
Mazda wanted to keep a crisp looking, 

aerodynamic body that would turn 

heads. It was determined to lower the 

weight by 8 percent, improve rigidity 

by 30 percent and still meet worldwide 

safety standards. Some of the ideas it 

went for were “straightening” and 

“continuous framework.” Straightening 

refers to removing or decreasing under-

body curves giving a straighter frame-

like platform. Continuous framework 

means a completely bonded upper and 

lower structure combined into a dual 

brace configuration to spread any forc-

es over the whole body. This gives the 

ride a tighter feel by absorbing impacts 

from bumps and improves crash safety.  

In this body redesign, even the door 

hinges were improved. The redesign 

also included weld-bonding of the 

roof as an assembly before welding it 

to the body structure. Body materials 

were also changed to a higher tensile-

strength steel material.

SKYACTIV Chassis
Last but certainly not least, Mazda 

engineers knew the chassis needed to 

be revisited with all the changes made 

to the powertrain and body. Remember 

they wanted to be able to adapt to any 

type of power plant and lighten the 

overall weight. If the engineers were 

to control the ride and keep the fun in 

driving, the suspension needed to be 

lighter, but offer more rebound control. 

Mazda’s drawing of how the 4-2-1 exhaust system (bottom of 

drawing) draws the exhaust out of the cylinders without allowing 

it to be pushed back into another cylinder when compared to 

traditional systems (top drawing). Keeping the exhaust from 

reentering a cylinder effectively lowers the cylinder temperature 

helping to prevent engine knock and lower emissions.
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Mazda improved low to mid-speed 

agility and high speed stability by add-

ing electric power steering to increase 

yaw gain. The steering ratio was 

increased for better low speed response 

and better road feel at highway speeds. 

Through the use of electronic controls 

the turning effort is speed adaptable. 

It also increased both caster angle and 

caster trail for a better straight ahead 

driving feel. 

The rear suspension was reworked 

to increase road grip and reduce rear 

wheel bounce. The rear suspension 

dampeners were moved rearward 

giving a straighter line for rear wheel 

impact control. To add to this rebound 

control for absorbing road bumps and 

keeping the wheel in contact with the 

road, the rear trailing arm was moved 

upward above the wheel centerline. 

This allows the wheel to swing up to 

roll over a bump rather than the impact 

pushing backward on the wheel axle 

causing more energy to be absorbed by 

the body. The engineers incorporated 

the old idea of “box channel frame” 

construction for a more rigid cross 

member while lowering the weight 14 

percent. The front member was extend-

ed reducing the offset of the front lower 

control arms. The rear cross member 

was also given a bigger front to rear 

span to reduce the link offset for better 

wheel to body control.

Mazda engineers went back to the 

drawing boards to redesign their vehi-

cles to blend with future technology 

while still keeping the fun in driving. 

They went against the normal think-

ing processes and made it work.  Zoom 

on Mazda! 

Improvements to the torque 

converter can be seen in 

the cutaway. The torque 

converter lock-up clutch 

pack is shown close to 

the front, middle of the 

assembly. The upper rear 

of the converter shows the 

redesigned torus (vane) and 

dampener system. The f uid 

heat exchanger (located on 

this side of the transmission) 

has been added for improved 

f uid temperature control. 
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W
hether you have a 2-wheel 

drive or 4-wheel drive 

vehicle equipped with a 

6R140 (commonly referred 

to as the Torqshift 6), there 

is only one valve body listed for this 

transmission. This is a question that 

is often times asked on our technical 

hotline as the 2-wheel drive uses a 

lube pipe for the extension housing 

bushing while 4-wheel drives do not. 

The port opening at the solenoid end 

of the valve body where the lube pipe 

is fitted remains open with the 4-wheel 

drive version. For this reason some 

have assumed that there is one valve 

body for a 2-wheel drive and another 

for 4-wheel drive applications. The lube 

is fed to this port through a .041-inch 

orifice in the spacer plate. If there is 

no pipe, it will simply dump into the 

sump. With 2-wheel drive applications 

the pipe is inserted and extends to the 

rear of the transmission where it is the 

routed to the extension housing 

bushing.

That aside, the main reason for this 

article is to make you aware of three 

different variations of valve bodies we 

have encountered through the years. 

Ford does not ever mention two of 

them, but they are out there. Two of 

these valve bodies contain only two 

check balls, while the one Ford men-

tions has three.

The two types of valve bodies, 

which contain two check balls seem to 

be very early designs. Figure 1 shows 

what I believe to be the earliest design 

of all three-valve bodies. The critical 

area to be observed is displayed in the 

call out part of the photo. Figure 2 is 

the accompanying spacer plate. Notice 

there are two holes in the spacer plate 

that fits over the empty pocket shown 

in Figure 1.

Figure 3 shows the second type 

“two check ball only” valve body. But 

this one I believe shows a transitional 

phase to where a third check ball will 

be added. Figure 4 shows the accompa-

EXAMINING 6R140 TORQSHIFT 6 VALVE BODY DIFFERENCES.

BY WAYNE COLONNA | POWERTRAIN PRO PUBLISHER

Figure 1
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nying spacer plate. Notice it no longer 

has any holes over this area. 

Figure 5 now shows the 

valve body, which does 

contain the third check 

ball. Figure 6 shows 

the accompany-

ing spacer plate. 

Notice it now has 

two holes over the 

area of the check 

ball. If you look at 

the hydraulic sche-

matic, you will notice 

it reflects the addition 

of this .375-inch diam-

eter check ball. Regulated 

line pressure coming directly off the 

pump and Pressure Regulator Valve 

come in over the top of the check ball. 

This pressure is then forced through a 

.041-inch orifice in the spacer plate 

and routed to the TCC Charge Control 

Valve. From there it becomes 

Converter Charge Pressure.

With thinking there 

is only one valve body 

for this transmis-

sion when there are 

actually three that 

I am aware of, part 

interchange can 

and will cause con-

verter charge issues. 

Just by looking at the 

spacer plate shown in 

Figure 4, if it is used on 

the valve body with the third 

check ball shown in Figure 5, regulat-

ed line pressure will be blocked from 

entering the check ball pocket. This 

means no converter charge pressure, 

which means a no move condition. You 

may feel an engagement as the pump 

and PR valve is able to supply clutch 

pressure but there will be no turn-

ing of the input shaft with an empty 

converter. There will also be no cooler 

flow, which might be your clue to this 

unexpected mismatch of parts. 

There is much more
information on the
problems you are

encountering today in this 
month’s special section. 

MotorAge.com/
powertrainpro

Figure 2

Figure 3 Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 4
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T
here seems to be a prevailing 

attitude among a growing num-

ber of people employed in the 

automotive repair industry who 

must believe all automotive 

engineers are idiots. At least, that’s 

the conclusion I’ve come to when I see 

how some (I refrain from referring to 

them as “techs”) have attempted to 

resolve their customers’ complaints. 

What they do can’t be called fixing 

cars. Some repairs I’ve witnessed have 

been attempted in the most interest-

ing ways. I’ve been both entertained 

and disgusted by how some have 

re-engineered system designs, and 

I ponder the thought processes they 

must have gone through to develop 

their solutions. 

I’ve also been embarrassed by the 

blemish such non-professional prac-

tices place on the industry as a whole. 

I wonder if the vehicle owner was 

charged for such a horribly botched 

job. I wonder how much time and 

materials, how much blood, sweat and 

tears, how much pain must have been 

suffered while doing these so-called 

“repairs.” Let’s define all that stuff by 

what it really is  — waste.

A Professional Approach
A professional repair is done complete-

ly. Doing a repair completely means 

completely solving the problem, com-

pletely resolving the customer’s con-

cern and completely preventing it from 

ever happening again, if possible. It’s 

the goal I strive for. I’ve found being a 

professional automotive technician to 

be rewarding in many ways including 

financially as well as emotionally, and 

don’t imagine a “hack” feels anything 

like rewarded.

HOW MUCH EASIER WOULD IT MAKE OUR JOBS IF 

IGNORANCE DIDN’T PLAY SUCH A MAJOR ROLE?

BY JAIME LAZARUS | CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

 DRIVABILITY
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Those who know me most likely 

have heard me say, “I’m one of the 

laziest people on Earth. I don’t want to 

work any harder than I absolutely have 

to.” I am proud of my ability to imag-

ine ways to perform repairs faster, bet-

ter or longer lasting, but in the end, 

I perform the repairs as they should 

be done and strive to not create other 

problems in the process. Of course, 

I use creative methods to diagnose 

problems. After all, I want to get the 

most information in the shortest period 

of time possible. But I don’t even con-

sider re-engineering a system, bypass-

ing functionality or safety features, in 

order to affect a fix.

When called to diagnose a vehicle, I 

start by playing 20 Questions, the same 

way you should ask your customers 

when they present a diagnostic situa-

tion to you. I use the answers I’m given 

to narrow down what might cause the 

complaint and eliminate what I don’t 

need to test. Why look at the whole 

car if only a small part of it’s affected? 

That’s my kind of lazy.

Is there a way I can be lazy when 

I’m called to a shop that is now the 

third one to attempt to address the 

customer’s concern of “intermittent 

overheating” or will I have to actually 

(sorry for using a four-letter word here) 

work? What questions might you ask 

of the technicians who have run out of 

ideas how to resolve that complaint on 

a simple, non-exotic vehicle? 

A Lazy Diagnosis
Let me share an example of a case I 

was called in to assist with to further 

differentiate one form of laziness from 

another. The vehicle owner complained 

her 1988 Nissan Sentra would overheat 

intermittently while in bank or fast food 

lines or stopped at traffic lights. Steam 

poured from under the hood and cool-

ant would boil onto the ground, all clas-

sic symptoms. The electric fans worked 

every time the air conditioning was 

turned on, and thermostatically when 

the air conditioning was off.

My first question was directed to 

the shop owner, asking what repair 

attempts had been made. He told me 

that a couple of thermostats, water 

pumps and radiators had been installed 

during previous repair attempts. 

Let’s pause here and consider what 

information I’ve received so far. I can 

comprehend how a thermostat can act 

up every now and then, and a water 

pump impeller spinning on its shaft can 

pump fluid at times and not at other 

times. I personally have experienced 

both of these situations. But there was 

at least one shop/tech that believed a 

radiator would cause an intermittent 

problem, one that only occurred at idle. 

I just have a hard time condemning a 

radiator for an intermittent problem. It 

scares me when I think of the reason-

ing (or lack thereof) used to condemn 

the radiator in this instance (twice at 

that). Do you agree with me here? If 

debris blocked the flow periodically, 

then a flush would remove it (and it 

wouldn’t be the fault of the radiator). 

If debris were present in the coolant, it 

would overheat under a variety of driv-

ing conditions. In any case, the odds 

“I CONTINUED TO PROD FOR MORE INFORMATION. ‘IS THE CONDITION REPEATABLE?’ ‘IS 

THERE A GEOGRAPHICAL REGION WHERE THE PROBLEM SHOWS UP?’ ‘MUST THE AMBIENT 

TEMPERATURE BE ABOVE A CERTAIN POINT?’ ‘DOES IT DO IT WITH A FOX?’”

JAIME LAZARUS  [CONTRIBUTOR]

You never know what you’re going to be called in to help with when you run a mobile diagnostic business.
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Ăn �>I �erƟĮeĚ >ŝŌ Inspector�

�on�t trust your ůiŌ safety to ũust anyone. �>/ �erƟĮed >iŌ /nsƉeĐtors are Ɖroven ƋuaůiĮed 

to insƉeĐt every ůiŌ in your serviĐe deƉartment to determine if they are funĐƟoning ƉroƉerůy. 
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Inspect to Protect™
Your business is riding on it™
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Our shoulders.

Your world.

1-800-253-2363   www.bendpak.com
© 2014 BendPak Inc.    BendPak is a registered trademark.
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Who says you can’t have it all? That’s why we packed our newest 

R80DTXF tire changer with all the features you need to increase 

productivity and profts. (1) Bi-lateral bead loosener with hand control 

operation, (2) leverless mount-demount head - no more tire irons, (3) 

dual power drop rollers help keep beads in position through the entire 

mounting procedure, (4) fully adjustable wheel clamps handle 12”- 31” 

diameter wheels, (5) multi-profle traveling drop-center tool holds sidewalls 

in the drop-center, (6) TurboBlast™ bead seating system. The new 
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to super-speed depending on the foot pedal pressure. You’re welcome. 

See it on YouTube
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OLD SCHOOL IS STILL COOL WITH FINDING FAULTS
 MotorAge.com/oldschool 

that any of these items are faulty — yet 

produce the exact same symptoms as 

the vehicle owner originally described 

— are astronomical.

The current shop working on the 

vehicle thought possibly there was a 

blown head gasket or a cracked cyl-

inder head. I’ve experienced only one 

vehicle that had a cracked cylinder 

head and exhibited symptoms that 

were intermittent in nature. That’s 

one in possibly thousands of vehicles 

I’ve worked on, so it’s not impossible 

though improbable. Can you think of 

any super-easy tests to confirm or to 

disprove the possibility?

I used a cooling system pressure tes-

ter on the one of these I saw. It passed 

the first two or three times the car was 

in for the same complaint. The last time, 

I checked it over and over throughout 

the day then I got distracted, forgot 

that I left the cooling system pressure 

tester on the car and went home for 

the night. The next morning I saw all 

the pressure had gone down but there 

were no external signs of leakage. I 

checked the oil level and saw it slightly 

over the full mark, but the oil filler cap 

showed no condensation or signs of 

coolant in the oil. I pulled all the spark 

plugs and noticed one had 

green coolant on the tip. 

The “a-ha” moment!

Once torn down, a 

crack could be seen 

on the port side of 

the exhaust valve 

seat on one cylin-

der but it was only 

leaking at certain 

temperatures.

Fast-forward a few 

decades to the Nissan. 

Because this was an overheat-

ing situation and not just a “coolant 

loss” complaint, I didn’t need to leave 

any testers attached overnight. To 

quickly eliminate the same possibility 

of an intermittent combustion chamber 

coolant leak, I chose a 5-gas analyzer 

instead of a coolant pressure tester. I 

was confident everyone before me had 

pressure tested the system already. 

The 5-gas analyzer showed no hydro-

carbons (HC) in the coolant reservoir. 

Having quickly disproved the shop’s 

suspicions of a combustion chamber 

coolant leak, I continued to prod for 

more information. “Is the condition 

repeatable?” “Is there a geographi-

cal region where the problem shows 

up?” “Must the ambient temperature 

be above a certain point?” “Does it do 

it with a fox?” (No, but this interroga-

tion method reminds me of Dr. Seuss’s 

“Green Eggs and Ham.”)

The problem was not repeatable, so I 

fell back on the old reliable culprit that 

I usually find to blame for most inter-

mittent problems — the bad electrical 

ground. I tested each ground on the car, 

whether it had anything to do with the 

Engine Control Module (ECM), cooling 

fans or not, without any success. All 

had less than 50 mV drop to the bat-

tery negative terminal.

Considering everything I knew to this 

point, I felt sure it must be an electrical 

malfunction that caused the problem to 

be present intermittently. It might help 

you to follow my thinking if you con-

sider this is an OBDI car. The ECM only 

has blink codes, and it passed every 

one of the five diagnostic modes. What 

would you want to do next?

I researched all kinds of service infor-

mation as well as the other technical 

resources available to me at the time, 

but found no silver bullet that might 

help me get to the solution. I examined 

the wiring diagram intense-

ly and decided to current 

ramp the fan circuits. I 

was able to immedi-

ately identify a fault 

in the cooling fan 

motor windings, but 

had to examine the 

waveform before I 

understood why this 

could cause the cus-

tomer’s complaint. 

The Answer, My Friend
The single current pattern revealed a 

shorted armature segment in the fan 

motor. I figured if the shorted arma-

ture commutator stopped on one of the 

brushes, the fan might not start the 

next time it was needed. It might occa-

sionally create a small magnetic field, 

depending where the armature came to 

rest, that might cause rotation. But if it 

was unable to and there was no vehicle 

movement, the engine could overheat.

Once the vehicle began moving again, 

air flow through the radiator not only 

might keep the engine from overheat-

ing, but the air flowing through the 

radiator and fan might rotate it slightly 

allowing it to start next time.

I had less than one hour invested. 

It’s sometimes difficult for us to imag-

ine things that might cause problems 

if we can’t conceive things outside our 

own experiences. I think this is why the 

suggestion for a head gasket replace-

ment was made.

It also might explain why identical 

conclusions were made about the parts 

previously installed. After all, because 

the fan always worked when expected, 

why would we suspect it? And I might 

tend to agree if the problem hadn’t 

been specifically described as “inter-

“Initially, I fi gured a blown 

fuse or another ground was 

off, but neither was the 

case. It was then when I 

understood why the interior 

was partially disassembled.”

Considering everything else had been 
replaced without success, I thought a 
test of the cooling fan motor condition 
was in order.

Want a new tool
to add to your testing

arsenal? Check out this
video on the uActivate 

relay circuit. 
MotorAge.com/

uactivate
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mittent.” If someone who earns a living 

in the same business I do could con-

sider a radiator as a potential source of 

an intermittent problem, why wouldn’t 

you consider the fan motor as a more 

likely candidate?

Lazy Has a Process
Here’s another example I’d like to 

share. I was called in to diagnose a 

“Cranks OK, won’t start” complaint 

on a 2004 Kia Sedona V-6 that was in 

a used car lot. I know, I know. Lots of 

flags went up right away when I got 

this call and I should have heeded the 

warnings. Used cars typically have 

little to no history, often have been 

“hacked” and (magically) must be 

fixed without the current owner spend-

ing much money. Unfortunately, this 

one was no exception. It was bought 

at an auction, was heard and seen run-

ning, was diagnosed with blown head 

gaskets after it overheated (sound 

familiar?) and has not run since.

Someone deemed it necessary to 

replace the head gaskets, and during 

that process damaged electrical con-

nectors, neglected to install all of the 

bolts (including the ECM ground eyelet 

bolt) and generally had done a slipshod 

job. This individual got fired and didn’t 

understand why. Now the job was 

passed on to the replacement. Working 

within the limitations of his own inex-

perience and those imposed by the 

used car lot owner (no tooling, no train-

ing, no money), he quickly exhausted 

all his capabilities and convinced the 

owner that I was the man who could fix 

this car. I felt challenged and wanted to 

live up to my reputation (ignoring my 

instincts). Once again I began by play-

ing 20 Questions with the tech and the 

owner of the lot. 

Upon arrival, I gathered as much 

information about the vehicle as I 

deemed necessary to perform an ini-

tial evaluation then headed to the car. 

I brought with me the factory scanner, 

a Power Probe, and my laptop only to 

find the vehicle had a dead battery, 

a partially disassembled interior and 

almost the entire engine electrically 

and mechanically intact. Oh, and it 

was outside and about to start raining. 

I silently reviewed all the questions I’d 

asked and didn’t remember asking the 

important ones that I obviously should 

have before heading their way. I made 

a mental note-to-self for the future.

After reassembling as much as we 

could see that was not right in the 

engine compartment and charging 

the battery, I began my analysis by 

scanning the ECM. “No communica-

tion with selected module” was the 

response. Initially, I figured a blown 

fuse or another ground was off, but 

neither was the case. It was then that 

I understood why the interior was par-

tially disassembled.

I wanted to check power supplies 

and grounds at the ECM and found 

one with yellow tire crayon markings 

scribbled on it. Stuff like this is what I 

call the “Paul Harvey time,” or the time 

when you get the rest of the story. 

“Oh that?” the tech told me.“We 

tried another ECM from the junkyard, 

It did the same thing, so we left it in 

there.” I identified this donor module 

and found it was from some other 2005 

Korean-made vehicle, then entered the 

vehicle information as a “2005” to read 

the ECM. I researched enough to learn 

it could never work in this 2004. You 

already guessed it, didn’t you? The 

original was returned and no longer 

available, so I ordered a rebuilt unit 

that was appropriate for this vehicle.

I won’t bore you by going into further 

detail about each painful step of the 

diagnostic process; after all I’m sure 

most of you have experienced similar 

situations in your careers. I ultimately 

was able to determine the cause of the 

no-start. Once I confirmed the ECM 

was doing its job and all my basics 

were correct, I visually inspected the 

four camshafts that were reinstalled 

after the head gaskets were replaced.

For future reference, cams with an 

“I” stamped on their ends are for the 

intake valves and the cams stamped 

with an “E” are for the exhaust valves. 

Once the camshafts were oriented in 

their correct positions on each head 

and the timing components’ correct 

installations confirmed, it amazed the 

owner and technician how little crank-

ing was required for this engine to 

come to life.

I did what I was called in to do, that 

is, get it running. I’m not sure if there 

still was an overheating condition after-

ward or not and really didn’t care.

In each of these instances, a lot more 

work was done than actually was nec-

essary. Work that was caused by what I 

call “compounded human errors.” Had 

the correct diagnosis been performed 

initially, a huge amount of waste would 

have been avoided. Wasted energy, 

wasted time and wasted money.

I just shake my head sometimes. 

Compounded human errors also make 

me work harder than I should, and I’m 

too lazy for stuff like that. 

JAIME
LAZARUS
CONTRIBUTING 
EDITOR

Jaime Lazarus is an ASE Master Technician with L-1 cer-
tifi cation. He has regularly presented technical seminars 
since 1985. He recently taught instructors at the North 
American Council of Automotive Teachers conference 
and the NASCAR Technical Institute.

  E-mail Jamie at jlazarus1@cfl .rr.com

I now make a practice of comparing 
the VIN of the ECM to the actual vehi-
cle VIN.

In the Kia’s case, it helped me uncover 
the first problem that required correc-
tion, the wrong ECM for the car.
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The 6.0L Powerstroke® engine is tough on head 

gaskets. It demands a gasket with superior materials 

and patented technologies – developed through 

dedicated engineering – to endure high horsepower, 

pressure and temperatures. A gasket you can trust to 

solve problems and reliably seal this demanding engine.

For the Powerstroke
®

 6.0L  
only Fel-Pro

®

  
has it all.

Ford® Powerstroke® 6.0L (Navistar) 

Fel-Pro PermaTorque® MLS Head Gasket

#26374PT – 18mm dowels 
#26375PT – 20mm dowels
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i
n the same year the Titanic broke in 

half and sank to the bottom of the 

North Atlantic, George H. Townsend, 

president of Moto Meter Inc., obtained 

exclusive Boyce patent rights to man-

ufacture radiator cap-mounted and dash-

board-mounted engine temperature indi-

cators.  The year was 1912.  Boyce Moto 

Meter instruments dominated the 

American automobile industry for about 

20 years. 

The most rudimentary clusters of old 

had nothing to show the driver except 

a speedometer, a fuel gauge and those 

simple warning lights that alert the 

driver when oil pressure is low, brake 

pressure is unbalanced or temperature 

is high. In the 1960s, some domestic 

platforms even had a blue or green 

warning light letting the customer 

know the engine was still cold. Some 

instrument clusters included a strategi-

cally marked vacuum gauge that was 

intended to help the driver save fuel. 

The first vacuum gauge I ever saw was 

in the middle of the dash on a yellow 

1965 Impala SS my friend Alan was driv-

ing back in the late 1960s. Some super-

charged vehicles have a gauge that dis-

plays both vacuum and pressure.

Early speedometers had alarms that 

could be set to warn a driver if he or 

she was exceeding their desired top 

speed, and one 1963 Oldsmobile Super 

88 I rode in had an indicator bar that 

would change colors from green to yel-

low to red, depending on the speed. 

The problem with that one is that some 

yo-yos (like the guy I was riding with 

that day) just loved watching that bar 

turn red, which happened at 80 mph.

 “Full Instrumentation” packages 

included gauges for temperature, 

fuel and oil pressure along with an 

ammeter for charging system status 

(replaced in the late 1970s by a volt-

meter, which confused older ammeter-

accustomed drivers). Some of today’s 

heavier duty light trucks boast a trans-

mission temperature gauge along with 

Photos: Richard McCuistian

Scan this Qr Code to read more on 

your smartphone about the Ford 

Fusion hybrid’s instrument cluster. 

or visit MotorAge.com/insidefusion

GET A FREE SCAN TOOL APP AT:
www.scanlife.com

THE EVOLUTION OF 

INSTRUMENTATION TAKES US FULLY 

INTO THE DIGITAL AGE. ARE YOUR 

SKILLS MOVING AT THE SAME PACE?

BY RichaRd Mccuistian | 
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

N U M B E R S

This 1999 Ford Lightning cluster came in dark, and when I got it apart, I was kind of stunned that it had no 
bulbs and the cluster had to be replaced to get the illumination back.

 elecTRIcAl

AND
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a built in hour meter func-

tion embedded with the 

odometer software. 

That measures the 

amount of time the 

engine has been 

running instead of 

recording only miles 

and oil life, because 

so many work trucks 

spend hours idling on 

the job and that time 

needs to be tracked for 

maintenance.

Computerized instrument panels 

are the order of things now, with pro-

cessing power that would have been 

considered science fiction when I was 

in high school. Anybody who drives 

a Ford Fusion is right at home with 

watching the instrument cluster boot 

up and fan out on each side of the 

speedometer with so many display 

options in those wings it’s hard to 

keep track of all of them. 

While there are still late model vehi-

cles out there sporting the basic gauge 

package, sender-driven magnetic 

gauges are as archaic now as bimetal 

units were 20 years ago. Just about 

every instrument cluster is computer-

ized, even on low-cost vehicles. And 

where there are instruments, needed 

repairs are inevitable, but knowing 

how to make the repair 

isn’t sufficient with-

out accurate trou-

bleshooting proce-

dures – how many 

times have we 

replaced a gauge 

or a sender and 

discovered that 

we had misfired on 

diagnosis?  In today’s 

world, you need a 

good scan tool and a pass 

through programmer, too.

Illumination & Warning Lights
Cluster illumination is probably the 

least common symptom we have to 

deal with, but it does happen, and on 

at least two vehicles I’ve serviced with 

illumination concerns, the cluster itself 

needed replacing when it went dark, 

those two being a late 1990s Ford 

Lightning (which has no bulbs that can 

be replaced) and a 2003 Jeep Wrangler 

I wrote about a few years back, where 

the instrument illumination circuitry 

inside the cluster is weaker than the 

10 amp fuse the engineers placed in 

series to protect it. A short to ground 

anywhere on the orange instrument 

panel feed wire on one of those Jeeps 

can darken the cluster permanently 

without blowing the fuse. 

How to identify
speed sensors in cars

and testing them
successfully. 

MotorAge.com/
speedsensorid

This schematic illustrates the way so many new vehicle clusters are 
wired. Note that there are four fuses feeding the cluster, and one of 
them is a keep-alive.  Sometimes F150s like mine have clusters that 
begin to kill the battery through that keep-alive wire, so watch for that.

Advance has your engine 

management needs covered 

with Intermotor import parts 

 — unrivaled for quality, 

coverage and original match. 

From Honda to Mercedes, 

Intermotor has the genuine 

import parts you need to  

get the job done. 

Your 
source 

for import 
parts.
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Manufactured in SMP’s 

TS16949 certified, 

Bialystok, Poland 

facility, our specially 

formulated epoxy 

is high temperature 

shock-resistant to 

handle rapid changes in engine 

temperature and prevent cracking 

or coil damage. Engineered to bond 

with the coil housing and bobbins, 

the epoxy is injected into the case 

and pulled into a vacuum to 

eliminate air pockets and prevent 

moisture intrusion or thermal 

breakdown. It’s just one more design 

detail that makes us the import 

leader by design.

DESIGNED  TO TAKE THE HEAT

Exact Match Electronic Module 
Profile and Feedback Signal

Tin-Plated Brass Terminals

Improved Secondary Windings 
with ETP Copper Wire

Samarium-Cobalt Magnet

Reinforced Bobbins & 
Additional Winding Bays

Stainless Steel Spring

100% End of Line Production Testing for 
Output Voltage and Spark Energy/Duration

High-Temp Silicone Boot

HIGH DIELECTRIC EPOXY

COIL-ON-PLUG ASSEMBLY
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Inoperative indicator lights are 

another concern that isn’t too com-

mon, but some of those lights are 

pretty important. For example, on 

some Fords the voltage passing 

through the battery light turns on 

the alternator voltage regulator, and 

if the wire leading from that bulb to 

the alternator gets shorted to ground 

or cut, the alternator won’t work. If 

the wire is cut, the charge indicator 

light won’t work, and neither will 

the charging system. If it’s shorted, 

the light will be on all the time, but 

replacing the alternator won’t fix the 

problem. Most newer cars have the 

Powertrain Control Module (PCM) 

between the battery light and the 

alternator turn-on terminal, but a wir-

ing problem on that circuit can still 

drive an unwary tech to needlessly 

replace the alternator.

On mid-’90s Ford 4-wheel drive 

vehicles, the 4x4 low light can blow 

or lose its power feed, and that will 

confuse the PCM into remaining in 4x4 

Low shift schedule, meaning the truck 

will shift all the way to its top gear at 

about 30 mph. I’ve seen at least one 

transmission rebuilt because of confu-

sion related to a blown fuse feeding 

this indicator lamp.

I’ve also seen two inoperative 

Malfunction Indicator Lamp (MIL) 

lights over the past couple of months 

because of bad PCMs. Once I saw a 

high beam indicator blinking like a 

turn signal flasher on a brand new 

Aerostar, but placing my finger on 

that tiny bulb socket stopped the flash-

ing, so I removed the bulb holder and 

tweaked the little contacts. On a Jeep 

Grand Cherokee, I saw a high beam 

indicator flashing a strange binary 

code and after the hotline had me 

replace the $550 instrument cluster 

under warranty, I discovered that the 

$125 Body Control Module (BCM) was 

really causing that concern.

Speedo Stuff
Back in the 1980s and ’90s when 

cables drove speedometers and we 

had to replace an instrument cluster, 

at my shop we’d take the odometer 

drum out of the original speedometer 

and drop it into the new unit so those 

red tenth-mile numbers wouldn’t 

lower the trade-in value of the vehicle. 

Granted, there was a sticker you could 

put in the door, but there’s nothing to 

keep a driver from peeling the sticker 

off, and nobody wants to lose 25 per-

cent of what their car is worth because 

of red tenth digits.

Cable driven speedometers were a 

pain sometimes, because they’d make 

cable-related noises while the cable 

was spinning and the needle would 

quiver, necessitating the removal of 

the speedometer, extraction of the 

cable from its tube and lubrication and 

reinstallation of the cable. 

The speedometer needle can also be 

indexed wrong. Once I drew a ticket 

on a new Tempo that was reading 

20 miles lower than accurate and the 

woman’s complaint was that the car 

seemed noisy at road speed. It was 

no wonder, since she was driving 

between 80 and 90 mph everywhere 

she went, and who knows how she 

escaped getting a speeding ticket.  

Speedometer needles on those 

older, cable driven units are mount-

ed on a shaft that rides in a sintered 

bronze bushing in the center of the 

part of the speedometer that is spun 

by the cable. Also a part of the nee-

dle/shaft assembly is a copper coated 

drum and a tiny spiral spring. The 

needle fits on the shaft as an interfer-

ence fit and can be popped off.  The 

spinning part with the bronze bushing 

where the needle shaft rests has on it 

a bar-shaped magnet that spins inside 

the drum without touching it. As the 

magnet spins, the ferrous metal drum 

tries to follow the magnet, working 

against the tiny calibrated spring and 

the attached needle indicates vehicle 

speed. The bronze bushing sometimes 

gets dry and tries to grab the needle 

shaft, bouncing the needle around all 

over the place.  Whenever I ran into 

that concern on a Taurus or Windstar, 

I simply disassembled the speedo and 

lubed the bushing with a drop of motor 

When a gauge drifts into 
the danger zone, it’s wise to 
check the datastream to see 
if the engine is truly running 
hot. If the same sender feeds 
the gauge and the PCM, it 
might be time to break out the 
Infrared Temp Gun for some 
strategic spot checks.

These hour meters are a 
relatively new feature and 
obviously get their information 
from the network and the 
PCM about engine run time.

This 2006 Explorer cluster 
has a bevy of warning 
indicators in addition to 
the message center. When 
working on one of these that 
has malfunctioned, you have 
to f nd out where the signal 
is coming from that triggers 
the lamp – whether from the 
network or a hard-wired input.  
Keep your schematics handy.

ADVERTISEMENT
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oil, and it was a permanent repair. 

Replacing the $350 speedometer was 

only a temporary fix, because the new 

unit would fail the same way within a 

few thousand miles.  

Electronic speedometers replaced the 

needle driven ones in the late 1990s, and 

speed sensors die, so watch for that, but 

make sure you replace the right sensor. 

That plastic output shaft speed sensor 

on the side of a Dodge RAM transmis-

sion doesn’t feed the speedometer. That 

signal comes from the differential speed 

sensor, and on some Ford platforms that 

signal passes through the four wheel 

Antilock Brake System (ABS) unit on 

the way to the cluster, and sometimes 

the ABS unit has to be replaced for an 

inoperative speedometer.

If something goes awry with the 

seat belt alarm module on vehicles 

equipped with one (and I’ve seen this 

happen), the speedometer can begin 

to read speed and then drop to zero 

when it reaches about 30 mph. I’ve 

also seen a bad junction box cause 

that problem. Sometimes when the 

speedometer goes dead on a comput-

erized cluster, a simple reboot (battery 

disconnect) will bring it back online.  

Working our way from top left down, photo one is a special tool I made 

to pop the speedometer needle off when working on the mid-’90s 

Taurus-Windstar speedometers. Photo two is removing the needle.  

Photo three is the drum and magnet assembly, and you can see the 

spiral spring. Photo four is the dry bushing, and photo fve shows it with 

a drop of oil. Photo six illustrates proper indexing of the needle. With 

the shaft at rest, point the needle at the index mark, tap it back on and 

then lift the needle above the peg to put it back in place.
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Here’s a tip: If the odometer works 

but the speedometer doesn’t – or vice 

versa – the speedometer has to be the 

problem.  It’s as simple as that.

Other Needles

Among the other needles, fuel gauges 

are the most likely candidates for fail-

ure. Because the fuel tank sending unit 

is in the most hostile environment and 

has mechanical moving parts, it’s the 

hardest working component. On some 

vehicles, the fuel gauge sender feeds its 

signal to an electronic module (like the 

Rear Electronics Module on some Ford 

minivans), which then forwards that 

information to the cluster. Personally, I 

don’t like having a middleman between 

the sender and the cluster. When the 

sender fails, the gauge will continue 

to display whatever reading was there 

when the failure occurred. 

On older magnetic gauge units, you 

can disconnect the tank sending unit 

and the gauge will go to full, but slosh 

dampening electronics typically keep 

it from happening quickly unless you 

switch the key off and back on between 

test steps. If you short the sender wire 

to ground, the gauge should go to 

empty. If you can find the ohm range 

of the sender, you can find ohm reading 

that corresponds with a half tank and 

use a potentiometer or special tool to 

send the half-tank signal and see what 

that does to the needle. 

GM sending units from around the 

turn of the century wear out frequently, 

and you can buy just the sending unit 

from the dealer, but the parts store only 

sells the whole fuel pump module. 

Oil pressure gauges are either 

transducer or contact switch driven, 

depending on the platform, and you 

need to find out what kind of sender 

you have and how the signal makes it 

to the cluster in order to troubleshoot 

those effectively. Using a scan tool 

can test the gauge whenever you can, 

but know how to test the sender too.  

Starting in 1987, Ford put magnetic 

gauges on most of their vehicles, but 

the transducer didn’t work well with 

those gauges, so a 22 ohm resistor 

was placed in series with the gauge 

and the transducer was replaced by 

a switch that closed its contacts with 

oil pressure. These gauges read in the 

center and don’t reflect true oil pres-

sure, and Ford has continued to use 

that system to this day.

Important note: When you’re trouble-

shooting an oil pressure or temp gauge, 

it’s wise to use your tools and know 

how to see what is actually going on in 

the engine’s innards before assuming 

the problem is with the gauge.

Temp gauges nowadays frequent-

ly get their info from the Instrument 

Cluster electronics by way of a signal 

from the PCM, which is monitoring the 

ECT or Cylinder Head Temperature, 

and those sensors work very hard and 

are swimming in hot coolant, so they 

can fail and misreport the tempera-

ture. GM units can fail so as to make 

the temp needle swing all over the 

place while you watch.

Voltmeters, when present, are pret-

ty solid and almost never give trou-

ble.  Some platforms have a “Check 

Gauges” light to get the driver’s 

attention when he or she isn’t watch-

ing the panel and something drifts into 

the danger zone. Chrysler has had that 

for decades, and now Nissans have a 

warning triangle that illuminates for 

the same reason.

With today’s clusters, even the 

mildest oxidation on terminals can 

cause gauge anomalies. On some 

late-’90s/early-2000s Jeeps, we had 

to remove the instrument cluster and 

clean those tiny pins even though 

they didn’t look dirty in order to get 

the cluster to stay alive. 

There was a time when gauges could 

be replaced separately within the clus-

ter, but those days are just about gone. 

Once again, you’d better have a pass 

through programmer if you plan to 

replace the cluster on most late model 

high end vehicle GM instrument clus-

ters are some of the most notable that 

are prone to fail and they, like so many 

others nowadays, have to be flashed 

when installed. 

RichaRd  
Mccuistian
Contributing 
Editor

richard McCuistian is an ASE-certified Master Auto tech-
nician and was a professional mechanic for more than 25 
years. richard is now an auto mechanics instructor at 
LbW Community College/MacArthur Campus in opp, Ala. 

  E-mail Richard at rwm19@mail.com
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THE EVAP MAZE

MANAGING

E
vaporative emissions (EVAP) 

systems have been around since 

the early 1970s. When an emis-

sion system has that much ten-

ure on a vehicle, you would think 

diagnosing problems would be easy. 

Creating a great degree of frustration 

is the over proliferation of unique sys-

tems that work in various manners 

requiring a wide variety of diagnostic 

approaches. The names and types of 

systems boggle the mind: Intrusive, 

Non-Intrusive, ENOV, NVLD, DM-TL, 

LDP, EISM and on and on. 

It all adds up to a frustrating path 

that reminds me of one of those hedge 

row or corn mazes that cause even the 

smartest explorers to get lost in their 

complex choice of paths to follow. But it 

doesn’t have to be a maze of confusion. 

Keeping It Simple (KIS)
There seem to be as many different 

types of EVAP systems as there are 

vehicle models on the road today. But it 

boils down to three things: knowing the 

system, knowing the EVAP (Diagnostic 

Trouble Codes (DTCs) and knowing 

your EVAP diagnostic equipment. 

Knowing the system you are working 

on always is first and foremost to suc-

cess in diagnosing anything on a vehicle. 

Pre-OBDII days saw a plastic canister of 

activated charcoal in place to perform the 

process of the adsorption of fuel vapors 

in the fuel tank. Adsorption of vapors is 

a process somewhat comparable to the 

more common term “absorption” of liq-

uids. But remember the vapor adsorption 

process is limited (an EVAP canister can 

hold only so much) and creates heat. 

Because a canister is not simply a 

plastic box filled with charcoal, it’s easy 

to appreciate how potholes and off-road 

driving can take a toll on them. Internal 

fractions can allow the charcoal to 

escape into the purge line. If the spring 

gives up the ghost or breaks, charcoal 

particles will have too much space 

between them and will move around 

and become pulverized. 

SUCCESSFULLY SOLVING ONE OF THE TOP 10 MOST COMMON DTCS.

BY DAVE HOBBS | CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

 UNDERHOOD

Photos: Dave Hobbs

Scan this QR Code to read on your 
smartphone about the Chrysler 
Natural Vacuum Leak Detection 
EVAP. Or visit MotorAge.com/
nvldevap

GET A FREE SCAN TOOL APP AT:
www.scanlife.com

Ever watch the spy movies where the good guy spots 

the laser triggers with smoke? You can spot smoke 

using a laser, too.
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Inside that more complex than you 

might have imagined canister also 

might be an enormous amount of dirt 

and sand if the fresh air filter has been 

neglected. This will cause the canis-

ter to be restricted for proper purge 

flow. One Asian OEM had a Technical 

Service Bulletin (TSB) that instructed 

technicians to remove the canister and 

weigh it on a scale as part of a diagnos-

tic process. A canister too heavy (from 

dirt) meant it’s time to replace. 

Because the canister can hold only 

so many vapors, the Engine Control 

Module’s (ECM) job is to control the 

EVAP purge solenoid. Part of the “maze” 

of EVAP diagnostics is the ever-changing 

terms that apply to various components 

that essentially do the same job. While 

GM calls the solenoid that controls purge 

operation a canister purge valve, Toyota 

might call it a VSV (Vacuum Switching 

Valve) and Ford may call it a VMV (Vapor 

Management Valve). Thinking generi-

cally, just call it the “Front Door.” 

If there is a front door to allow vacuum 

into the canister, there must be a “back 

door” to allow fresh air to move through 

the canister in order for the canister to 

release the vapors it stores. Along with 

the fuel tank, filler neck and gas cap, we 

see that every EVAP system has all of 

these items in common somehow. 

From the beginning of computer 

controlled engine management days 

in the 1980s, the ECM would apply a 

varied Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) 

duty cycle to the front door, and upon 

assumption that there were vapors in 

the canister to be burned in the engine, 

backed off the base pulse width in order 

to compensate for those burnable vapors 

and maintain a stoichiometric mixture. 

Early OBDII systems called “non-

enhanced” went beyond this compen-

sation to test for actual operation, with 

a purge vacuum switch and/or an ECM 

algorithm that allowed for O2/Short Term 

Fuel Trim (STFT) to determine if the all 

components were doing their jobs. 

Called a Loaded Canister Test, the 

typical ECM approach is to gradually 

ramp up the purge valve duty cycle 

while watching STFT for excessive 

shift due to the hydrocarbons (HC) 

being pulled from the canister. If the 

ramp up of purge is too fast (ECM not 

seeing much difference in trim num-

bers), the conclusion is an insufficient-

ly loaded canister. Today’s ECMs still 

might do this purge test, though it’s 

unclear exactly which manufacturers 

(if any) still are running this test with 

enhanced systems. 

On some vehicles today, if the can-

ister no longer is effective, a DTC may 

or may not set. Some of the early OBDII 

non-enhanced systems such as those 

found on GM used a purge switch to 

give the ECM feedback that purge vac-

uum was being applied to the line run-

ning to the canister. So there was only 

the potential for flow codes, as these 

systems had no ability to detect leaks.

How And When
How EVAP system on board leak test-

ing works can be broken down into 

two categories: pressure and vacu-

um. Pressure systems are mainly the 

Chrysler LDP (Leak Detection Pressure) 

and DMTL (Diagnosis Module Tank 

Leakage) systems used in BMW, 

Mazda, Land Rover and Kia. Vacuum 

systems are almost everything else. 

Vacuum systems have been around 

since the beginning of enhanced EVAP 

systems and a front door (normally 

closed purge solenoid), a back door 

(normally opened vent solenoid) and a 

Fuel Tank Pressure (FTP) sensor are all 

that is required for leak detection opera-

tion. The FTP sensor on GM is biased at 

ambient pressure (sea level) at 1.5 volts 

with positive pressure pulling the sen-

sor lower and negative pressure (vacu-

um) pulling the voltage above 1.5 volts. 

Ford’s FTP is just the opposite, with 

pressure causing a move up the volt-

age scale from its 2.5 ambient pres-

sure starting point and voltage running 

lower than 2.5 volts when vacuum is 

sensed in the system. Typical leak 

detection monitors require quite a bit 

of enabling criteria in hopes of avoiding 

Smoke is emitted for a few 

minutes at a time on this 

machine before timing 

out. Be sure to follow OEM 

recommendations for using 

CO2 or nitrogen for system 

testing to avoid f re/explosion 

hazards.

You can get better smoke 

and pressure f ow by 

optionally removing the left-

hand thread Schrader valve 

in the test port.

This chart shows the process used by GM’s EONV system for leak detection.
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false codes. And being a two trip code, 

it’s no wonder that EVAP monitors are 

the hardest monitors to run. 

The leak test portion of the monitor 

requires an initial look at the voltage 

when the front door (purge) is opened 

along with the back door (vent) being 

open to determine flow problems. A 

slight vacuum is expected to occur. 

When vacuum is introduced into a 

system with normal restrictions such 

as the canister and vent filter, there 

should be a lowering of pressure. Too 

much means too large of a restriction 

through the canister and vent filter or 

something plugging the purge line or 

even a lack of purge valve operation. 

This is followed by a gradually opened 

front door (purge) and closed back door 

(vent) to determine if the system can 

create a vacuum or drop in pressure 

within the system. If we can’t pull the 

system down in the purge/system seal 

mode, then there must be a gross leak. 

Finally the front door (purge solenoid) 

is closed to see if the vacuum we cre-

ated with a sealed system during purge 

will hold for a bit. If there is a decay of 

vacuum, then there is a leak, which 

again affords itself to the air condition-

ing vacuum leak test when the pump is 

turned off on your RRR machine. 

Going forward to the 0.020-inch leak 

standard, those tests can be misleading 

(false codes) due to fuel sloshing and 

fuel temperature changes. This ushered 

in a host of key off systems during the 

mid-2000s. Toyota turns on a vacuum 

pump about five hours after the engine 

is turned off, first pulling the vacuum 

through a 0.020-inch orifice inside the 

vacuum pump and then pulling the vac-

uum against the closed system. 

The whole idea with Toyota is to get 

the fuel cooled off and thereby stable for 

pressure testing. If the outside air temp 

is above 95°F, the wait time could be 

extended to seven to nine hours. GM’s 

EONV system works with the key off 

like Toyota, but GM uses an immediate 

test to capture the pressure increase 

that occurs with hot fuel in the fuel 

tank from the previous trip. As the fuel 

cools, the tank pressure drops, creating 

a natural vacuum that can be watched 

for a decay which indicates a small leak. 

DTML Systems
DMTL pumps have a built-in DC motor 

the ECM triggers. The ECM monitors 

the pump’s current draw to detect leaks. 

The DTML assembly also contains an 

ECM controlled change over valve the 

PCM normally opens and closes during 

a leak test. 

The leak test process begins with the 

pump applying its output of air pres-

sure against a 0.20-inch or 0.40-inch 

orifice to calibrate what an acceptable 

leak looks like with pump current. The 

change over solenoid valve (back door) 

The Smoke Wizard features 

a pressure/vacuum gauge, 

f ow meter and f ow control.
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then is energized, which seals the EVAP 

system and directs the pump output to 

pressurize the entire EVAP system. If 

there is a leak larger than the regula-

tory limit, it will take less current for the 

pump to run. Smaller leaks or no leaks 

mean higher current levels and no EVAP 

leak DTCs. Good connections seem to 

go a long way in ensuring accuracy and 

guarding against false codes.

Chrysler LDP Systems
This Chrysler LDP System has been 

around for many years but seems to 

be the most misunderstood. The pump 

uses a 12-volt solenoid that when pulsed 

by the PCM causes engine vacuum to be 

applied to a diaphragm inside the pump. 

As the vacuum is switched on, the dia-

phragm moves up and down creating 

a small amount of pressure against a 

spring that is calibrated to 7.5 in/H2O. 

That’s not much pressure — a tad more 

than 0.27 psi. It will expand a balloon 

a bit, but not inflate it. The LDP pump 

itself is the gateway to the back door of 

the system consisting of a remote can-

ister vent air filter. 

First the purge is ramped on to clear 

any pressure and then turns off. Next, 

the LDP solenoid is energized, allow-

ing vacuum to be applied to the top of 

the diaphragm, compressing a spring, 

pulling the diaphragm up. The upward 

movement creates a slight pressure drop 

under the diaphragm. The inlet check 

valve opens, allowing in filtered fresh air. 

Next the reed switch opens to tell 

the ECM the diaphragm is pulled up. 

The solenoid then is switched off. 

With pressure equal on both sides of 

the LDP diaphragm, the spring forces 

the diaphragm down, physically clos-

ing the fresh air inlet valve and opening 

the outlet valve that allows the LDP’s 

pressure into the tank/canister. The 

magnetic reed switch state changes 

and the solenoid is now re-energized. 

The diaphragm may only move ¼ inch 

and then stall out while the solenoid 

still runs. This is normal. 

The ECM looks at the fuel level and 

figures out how long to run the LDP. The 

fuller the tank, the less time the pump 

has to run. Once the EVAP system 

reaches the spring pressure (7.5 inches 

of H2O), the diaphragm simply will stay 

in the upward position. A timer in the 

ECM based on fuel tank level starts 

and switch status is monitored. The 

longer the diaphragm stays up, the bet-

ter that EVAP system can seal. Leaks 

will cause the diaphragm to fall and the 

switch sense will change back to 12 

volts again. The time between LDP sole-

noid turn off and LDP switch closure is 

called the pump period. This time period 

is inversely proportional to the size of 

the leak. The shorter the pump period, 

the larger the leak. The longer the pump 

period, the smaller the leak. 

It’s all about the tank’s fuel level, 

though. Factory specs greatly vary with 

the fuel level. If the fuel level sending 

unit is inaccurate (I bent the float arm), 

you actually can have a leak DTC set. 

Testing LDPs
When testing the system for leaks, 

you must either activate the LDP with 

vacuum and an electrical command or 

pull the hose from the remote vent fil-

ter and plug the fitting at the LDP prior 

to using a smoke machine to create a 

system seal and look for smoke/leaks. A 

word of caution should be applied here. 

Failure to connect your test leads with 

power and ground to the correct ter-

minals can ruin the LDP’s reed switch 

thereby ruining your diagnosis. 

You can test your LDP with a meth-

od as simple as moving the diaphragm 

up with a constant ground applied to 

the solenoid (with a vacuum source 

applied to the LDP’s manifold vacuum 

port) to see if you can change the reed 

switch status (from 12 volts to zero) or 

you can force the pump to run using 

the bi-directional controls of a capable 

scan tool and monitor the LDP solenoid 

and reed switch sense lines with a dual 

trace scope. Just don’t smoke it and call 

it a day. There is much more to this sys-

tem than just leaks such as the ability 

to look for a pinched line for proper sys-

tem flow during LDP operation. 

Knowing Your DTCs 
There are a wide variety of DTCs 

associated with EVAP systems and 

even when the second digit of the 

DTC is a zero, meaning non-OEM spe-

cific that doesn’t mean there won’t 

be a slight variation as to what can 

cause the DTC. Some DTCs are very 

specific — P0456 might very well be 

specific meaning a small leak but what 

about P0440 for an EVAP malfunction? 

Numerous OBDII tests may run in order 

to set a particular DTC. These tests are 

often displayed in Mode $06 data and 

described in more detail in the manu-

facturer’s Mode $06 explanations. 

This partial list of OBDII testing strat-

egies for EVAP leaks and flow operation 

in the description section at the begin-

ning of the appropriate DTC trouble tree 

are often similar to the following. 

Power-up Vacuum Test: A passive 

test to detect restrictions or blockages in 

the vent path. When the ignition switch 

is turned on, the vent solenoid is opened 

and the purge solenoid closed. The test 

passes when fuel tank pressure sensor 

does not indicate a pressure or vacuum 

with the vent solenoid open.

Small Leak Test: An active test to 

detect minor leaks. The vent and purge 

solenoids are completely closed while a 

vacuum is present in the fuel tank. The 

system monitors the fuel tank pressure 

sensor for a vacuum decay rate that is 

too fast. The head space (area above the 

fuel) in the tank dictates who quickly 

vacuum (or pressure on some systems) 

will leak off. The more the head space 

(less fuel), the longer the tank should 

take to bleed off. As stated before, tank 

level accuracy is super important.

Purge Solenoid Leak Test: An active 

test to detect a vacuum leak through 

the purge solenoid. The vent and purge 

solenoids are commanded closed. If the 

pressure sensor indicates an increasing 

vacuum, the purge solenoid is leaking.

Knowing Your Equipment
Beginning with the smoke machine, it’s 

important to remember to not tighten 

the gas cap prior to testing. You just 

may have ruined your evidence! If there 

isn’t an EVAP test port, improvise an 

Often, you’ll need to check 

the f ller neck seal from the 

cap side due to anti-rollover 

valves in the tank assembly 

that will otherwise seal this 

section off. Remember, most 

systems test using vacuum, 

not pressure!
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entrance point for your smoke machine. 

Smoking from the front first can find 

leaks in the purge line, canister and 

vent solenoid, but you need to wait for 

the smoke to fill the tank before there is 

enough to come out the cap/filler neck. 

Is your machine equipped with a 

flow meter only or pressure/vacuum 

gauge along with a flow meter? A 

flow meter is important to help you 

see how big the leak is. On full func-

tion machines with the flow meter and 

built-in calibration settings for .020 and 

.040 leak sizes, you will have the abil-

ity to induce pressure only into the sys-

tem while watching the ball in the flow 

meter. If the ball is floating above the 

specified leak setting, it’s time to add 

smoke. If the ball is below that setting, 

don’t waste your smoke. The system 

isn’t leaking right now. 

Try operating the back door (vent 

solenoid) using an ammeter (if possi-

ble) for 10, 20 even 30 times to attempt 

to catch the all too common sticky vent 

solenoids. On machines with pressure/

vacuum gauges, the gauge not only 

shows you how much smoke/pressure 

you are putting into the system (back 

door/vent closed of course) but also 

allows you to look at the vacuum from 

purge when the engine is running. 

Partnering your smoke machine up 

with your scan tool makes all the sense 

in the world, especially if the smoke 

machine has a pressure/vacuum gauge. 

Commanding purge and while compar-

ing the gauge to the FTP data PID on 

the scan tool can help confirm accu-

racy of the FTP sensor. The scanner 

also might be able to affect a system 

seal where the purge is turned on, vent 

closed to pull the EVAP system into a 

vacuum and then the purge turned off 

to watch for vacuum decay. If the scan 

tool PID for the FTP sensor is not avail-

able, you can use this gauge to watch 

for EVAP purge pressure drop and if 

you are doing a system seal you can 

watch the machine’s gauge to observe 

vacuum decay on the smoke machine. 

All but one brand of smoke machine 

incorporates a leak detection dye in 

the special oil used to make smoke, so 

don’t pass up the opportunity to use an 

UV light and yellow glasses (that came 

with the machine) to help locate leaks. 

Make sure you utilize the flow con-

trol knob on machines so equipped to 

customize the smoke volume to the leak. 

Sometimes the leak is too small or too 

large to find with the full dose of smoke/

pressure. Kinking the hose a little can 

work on machines that don’t have the 

flow control feature. Finally, realize that 

although smoke will find the majority 

of leaks, very small leaks may not allow 

smoke molecules to escape. Combining 

that with knowing how to use tools you 

have to the fullest extent of their capa-

bilities will be a great help in keeping us 

from getting lost in the EVAP maze. 

What does it take to build industry-leading lifts?  

Workers with decades of experience and an  

obsession for quality. That’s the Rotary way. 

Learn more at www.rotarylift.com/raised-in-madison/ma

Rick Hoskins
40 years of service

Roger Ward
27 years of service

Tim Buxton
27 years of service

DAVE HOBBS
CONTRIBUTING 
EDITOR

Dave Hobbs is a fi eld trainer and training product devel-
oper for Delphi Product & Service Solutions. He holds 
ASE CMAT/L1 and EPA 609 certifications and is an 
experienced hybrid instructor. Dave has been featured as 
an instructor in more than 15 automotive training videos.

  Email Dave at david.a.hobbs@delphi.com
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N
ew DTCs appearing after a 

repair is more common than 

you might think. The reasons 

why are several, but the most 

common are a failure to make 

sure all the OBDII test monitors are 

Ready, failure to address pending 

Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTCs) and 

not investigating the cause of Mode $06 

failed test results. Let me provide you 

with a few examples that will shed 

some light, while helping you better 

understand why it’s so important to 

perform a complete and thorough diag-

nostic procedure on an OBDII vehicle. 

The screen captures (Figure 1) are 

from a 2006 LR3 with a 4.4 L V8 engine 

that came in the shop with a Mass Air 

Flow (MAF) sensor P0101 DTC. Along 

with the code, I found that not all of the 

monitors had run to completion. While 

performing my diagnostic procedure on 

this vehicle, it would have been easy 

to make the ultimate mistake of get-

ting tunnel vision and just concentrat-

ing on the MAF DTC. But by looking 

at the monitor status, I could see that 

there were two monitors (the O2 and 

Evaporative Emissions (EVAP)) that 

were listed as incomplete or Not Ready. 

The one that I was really concerned 

with was the O2 monitor, because the 

O2 sensors are used to check other 

systems on the engine. I looked up the 

Drive Cycle criteria for the O2 monitor 

and that seemed easy enough to run. 

Before checking or repairing the MAF 

circuit problem, I took the vehicle for a 

ride to see if I could get the O2 monitor 

to complete. 

Because the engine was hot, I knew 

that the EVAP monitor would not run 

until the vehicle cooled down, so 

there was no sense wasting time at 

this point to even try. The O2 monitor 

status can affect the EVAP monitor. It 

always is a good idea to read up on 

how the system and components func-

tion and interact no matter how many 

times you may have worked on a par-

ticular manufacturer’s product line. 

We need to know how the Engine 

Control Module (ECM) is running the 

EVAP monitor. The O2 sensors are used 

to check if the EVAP system is actually 

purging HC (hydrocarbon, or raw fuel) 

vapors. There always are checks and 

balances to ensure the systems func-

tion as designed. The EVAP purge 

valve (normally closed) is commanded 

open by the ECM, which is looking for a 

change in O2 voltage to make sure the 

EVAP system is working properly. 

After driving the vehicle for 15 min-

utes and following the drive cycle 

requirements, the O2 monitor did not 

complete. While performing my trou-

bleshooting, I found a few problems 

that prevented that monitor from run-

ning, starting with a cooling system 

issue. The thermostat, coolant sen-

sor and overflow bottle all need to 

be repaired or replaced. I installed a 

new thermostat, gasket, coolant sen-

sor, coolant bottle, level sensor and 

bled the cooling system. I followed 

that repair with a check of the O2 sen-

sors using a labscope, confirming that 

they were working properly. Now that 

I knew the sensors were good and all 

the basics were good, I fully expected 

the monitor to run, and it did. 

THIS MONTH WE LOOK AT AVOIDING THE RETURN OF THE MIL LIGHT AND TIPS ON LEAK DETECTION.

PLUGGING 
ALL THE LEAKS

SCOPE & SCAN

Photos: G. Jerry Truglia

Scan this QR Code to read on 

your smartphone tips from a 

vehicle diagnostics instructor. Or 

visit MotorAge.com/instructor

GET A FREE SCAN TOOL APP AT:
www.scanlife.com

Figure 1 Figure 2
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THERE ARE MANY TIPS YOU CAN LEARN FROM “G”

With the O2 monitor Ready, I was 

able to test the system. Take a look 

at the DTCs that came up as a result 

(Figure 2). As you can see, the ECM 

now displayed five DTCs instead of 

the one that had been previous been 

displayed. Not only did the monitor 

confirm the P0101 MAF sensor DTC, 

it was clear that the O2 sensors were 

sensing failing conditions that were 

ultimately caused by a cheap aftermar-

ket replacement MAF sensor. 

Having monitors all run to comple-

tion is vital to confirming your repairs 

and avoiding comebacks caused by 

codes that appear after your initial fix.

Finding Tough A/C Leaks
A/C season can be a short window 

of opportunity for some, because not 

every one of us lives in a warm climate 

all year long. Most motorists expect 

their A/C system to keep them cold 

and comfortable when it’s hot outside. 

So when their A/C system does not 

function, we get the job of diagnosing 

the problem. This is one repair that 

price does not seem to matter as much 

since the owner just wants to be cool. 

As you know from working on A/C 

systems, there can be numerous 

problems causing no cold air from 

the ducts. Low refrigerant, defective 

expansion valves or orifice tubes, 

defective compressors, leaks, contami-

nated refrigerant or sealant problems 

are just a few. Most of the time, if you 

have a good game plan on how to 

check and diagnosis the system, you 

can stay out of trouble. The first thing 

to do is use a sealant detector so you 

can make sure that your refrigerant 

identifier and A/C machine do not get 

contaminated. With that very real pos-

sibility out of the way, next check the 

refrigerant itself with an identifier for 

the same reasons. 

How about A/C leaks? There are 

many methods for identifying system 

leaks with all of us familiar with the 

refrigerant leak detector, fluorescent 

dyes, ultrasound equipment and nitro-

gen testing. Even with these methods, 

finding the really small leaks always 

is a challenge. Considering how little 

modern systems hold, finding the little 

leaks is important to not only making 

sure our customers stay comfortable, 

but their system compressors live a 

long and happy life.

One solution is available from 

Automotive Test Solutions (ATS). The 

tester that ATS offers can find the 

smallest leak in the A/C system and is 

also useful for finding leaks in nearly 

any system on the car from EVAP sys-

tems to tires. 

Here’s a great example of a 2008 

Acura RDX 2.3L Turbo I recently had 

with a complaint of poor cooling from 

the air condition system. The vehicle 

was brought to the dealer before 

coming to us because of a recall that 

matched the owner’s complaint. The 

dealer recall (12-039) is for an A/C 

compressor extended warranty that 

addresses poor cooling caused by 

compressor performance. The vehicle 

owner was told that the compressor 

was replaced and fluorescent dye and 

refrigerant were added. 

After the repair, the system was per-

forming well for about a month before 

it went back to blowing warm air. The 

vehicle was returned to the dealer and 

rechecked for leaks but none were 

located. The system was recharged 

and returned to the customer. After 

another month, the owner experienced 

the same problem, but this time they 

brought the vehicle to us. We checked 

the system for the proper amount of 

R134a and found the system was 

free of sealant, was 100 percent pure 

R134a, but that the system charge was 

low. Our next step was to check the 

system using a new SAE J2791 leak 

detection sniffer able to detect leak 

rates of under ¼ ounce per year, but 

had no luck locating the leak. We tried 

checking for signs of the dye the deal-

er had installed using a black light that 

works on all dye spectrums, but still 

could not locate the leak. 

We recovered and evacuated the 

system and used the ATS BullsEye 

system, pressuring the A/C system 

with CO2. CO2 is a smaller molecule 

and more easily passes through small 

holes, making it easier to detect. Using 

the special leak detector that comes 

with the kit, we located the area of 

the leak in the car’s condenser. To 

confirm the small leak, we sprayed the 

BullsEye foam on the area where the 

BullysEye detector had triggered. As 

you can see (Figure 3), the pink foam 

(area of no leak) reacts with the CO2

and turns yellow, confirming the leak. 

A new condenser and receiver drier 

(one complete unit) later, and this cus-

tomer’s problem was solved. 

Figure 3

G. Jerry Truglia, president of Technicians Service 
Training, has been in the auto repair business for a long 
time as a tech, shop owner and nationally recognized 
trainer/author. He founded TST to bring affordable 
training to his fellow techs and shop owners. 

  Email G. at gtruglia@tstseminars.org

G. JERRY TRUGLIA
CONTRIBUTING 
EDITOR

Stay the Best
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US and Canada!
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• Rated the #1 management consulting firm in the industry 
by Frost & Sullivan

Spots are limited. Find out when 
we’ll be near you and sign up online
at atiworkshops.com Chris “Chubby” 

Frederick, CEO
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A RESETTING MIL

2005 MAZDA MPV

Vehicle Year/Make/Model

3.0L DOHC 24 VALVE

Engine

AUTOMATIC

Transmission

127,773

Mileage

THE MIL IS ON AND WHEN 

CLEARED, RESETS BEFORE 

THE CUSTOMER CAN SET 

ENOUGH MONITORS TO PASS 

AN EMISSIONS TEST

Vehicle complaint

FIXING THE FIX
SOMETIMES THE HARDEST FAULTS TO FIND ARE THE MAN-MADE ONES.

Now as for customers, it amazes me 

what lengths people will go to try to 

sneak by an emissions test instead 

of repairing a vehicle correctly. The 

vehicle in particular is a 2005 Mazda 

MPV that was due for its yearly smog 

test. According to the owner, for the 

past two years they have been driving 

around with the Malfunction Indicator 

Light (MIL) illuminated for most of the 

year and then having the code cleared 

a few days before getting the emission 

test done and driving about 30 miles 

to set all but the Evaporative Emission 

(EVAP) readiness monitor. To pass an 

emission test in our state requires that 

there be no more than one monitor 

incomplete on 2001 and newer vehicles 

under 8,500 GVRW. It does not matter 

which monitor is incomplete, unless the 

vehicle previously failed for a catalyst 

monitor, then the catalyst monitor must 

not be the one incomplete. Another 

point is that pending codes will not 

cause a failure. So if the code hasn’t 

triggered the MIL on, it will still pass.

So as the customer explained it, for 

the past couple of years there was 

always a P0455 (Large Leak Detected) 

code that could not be repaired. When 

they would take the vehicle to an auto 

parts store for a free scan, they would 

end up being sold a gas cap. Another 

repair facility, which performed most 

of the customer’s repairs, had looked 

at the vehicle but said they could not 

find any leak in the system and recom-

mended an OEM gas cap. The customer 

stated that there were no repairs other 

than normal maintenance done recent-

ly, but had an oil leak repaired a couple 

weeks before the MIL illuminated for 

the first time, more than two years ago. 

However, the shop that performed 

the repairs convinced the customer 

that the MIL for the EVAP leak was not 

related to an oil leak repair. I can under-

stand this from the shop’s point of 

view, because the two are completely 

separate systems and we have all had 

the “ever since you” type of customers. 

There were no records of diagnostics 

other repair facilities had performed on 

the vehicle, but the customer assured 

us that a Google search had shown 

that a gas cap was the cause for the 

code even though the first three gas 

caps proved them wrong. One thing 

that stood out in the customer inter-

view was that the MIL now would 

return much sooner when the code was 

BY MICHAEL MILLER | CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

F
or me, anyways, the hardest diagnostics are for the ones that another person created 

when fi xing an original concern. I would be willing to bet that no one intentionally does 

something in a repair that will cause a different problem down the road, or even knowingly 

for that matter. However, it does reinforce the reason to gather information from a cus-

tomer so we know what previous repairs have been done to a vehicle and keep an open mind. 

Even if the customer’s concern appears completely unrelated to the previous work performed, it 

just might be correlative. 

Scan this QR Code to read on 

your smartphone about a 

diagnostic mission impossible. Or 

visit MotorAge.com/diagimpossible

GET A FREE SCAN TOOL APP AT:
www.scanlife.com
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cleared and driving a short 

distance, whereas pre-

viously, it took nearly 

two weeks.

Because there 

n o w  w a s  n o 

chance to  set 

enough monitors 

to pass an emis-

sion test before the 

MIL reilluminated, 

the customer knew 

they would have to actu-

ally get the vehicle fixed this 

time. When a MIL turns back on fair-

ly quickly, it is very unlikely that the 

cause is an evaporative emissions sys-

tem fault, especially in an area where 

summer temperatures rarely are below 

100° Fahrenheit.

Starting at the Beginning
Looking at the vehicle code list, I found 

the P0455 (Large EVAP Leak), but also 

found a code P0037 (H02S Heater (Rear, 

RH) Circuit Low). The O2

sensor heater test also is 

not a one-trip failure, 

but the monitor does 

tend to run to com-

pletion much more 

frequently, so I start-

ed with a quick visu-

al inspection. When 

I put the vehicle on 

the lift and inspected 

the rear oxygen sensor, 

I found the harness side of 

the oxygen sensor baking on 

the exhaust manifold. It appears that 

the wiring harness retainer had not 

been correctly reinstalled and allowed 

the O2 sensor wiring to drop down. 

Easy enough, there was the short to 

ground, so a new O2 sensor was put 

on the repair order. 

Now time to diagnose the EVAP sys-

tem code. I have seen a lot of techni-

cians start to diagnose an evaporative 

system leak by immediately putting 

You’re like a doctor
for today’s vehicles

and you often have to do
“surgical troubleshooting.”

You’re not alone. 
MotorAge.com/
surgicaltrouble

Codes present when vehicle was scanned.

All the relevant PIDs for the EVAP System Test are within specification. 

Some aftermarket converters 

are designed simply to meet 

minimum requirements for 

engine size and vehicle weight.

They’re legal, but they may not 

meet those requirements for  

very long. 

Eastern Converters are 

designed to meet specifc OBDII 

parameters as set by the OEM.  

And, when needed, we’ll go 

beyond the OEM specs, with 

specifc catalyst  formulations 

to handle ultra low emissions 

vehicles or known vehicle 

problems like those found on GM 

2.2, 3.1, 3.4, and 3.8L engines.

Plus, every Eastern Converter 

delivers OEM appearance and  

ft, so the job gets done right  

the frst time. 

OE converters have  
catalysts designed to  
meet specifc OBDII  
parameters, as set  
by the OEM…  

…just like 

Eastern Catalytic  

Converters

Scan to fnd  

your application  

online

In USA and Canada: (800) 553-7199
Fax: 215-702-3606 

email: info@easterncatalytic.com
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smoke in a system and looking for a 

leak. Being that this is a large leak, 

that might not be a terribly wrong 

thing to do, but I like to verify that I 

actually have a leak before smoking 

the system. In all cases though, the 

first step I take is to visually inspect 

the system. Sometimes you find a 

cracked hose or even one that is dis-

connected, but this vehicle appeared 

to have everything attached. 

As always, it is a good idea to check 

for Technical Service Bulletins (TSBs) or 

possible reflashes for the code. Several 

hours and countless parts have been 

installed on vehicles when everything 

was functioning as designed, but an 

unpredicted variation in a parameter 

or calibration caused a test to fail.

This vehicle uses a Leak Detection 

Pump (LDP), which, on most vehicles 

that use it, has a high failure rate. In fact, 

The EVAP System Test results show the system does have a legitimate problem, 
but notice that the Fuel Tank Pressure PID value has very little change over the 
course of the test.

The pressure transducer image mirrors the fuel tank pressure PID of the IDS EVAP 
system test. The scaling is in inches of water pressure.

This was the cause of Code P0037 
HO2S Heater (Rear, RH) Circuit Low, 
the wires fell from the wiring harness 
retaining loom and melted on the 
exhaust.

Restore like-new steering 

and handling to your  

import and domestic jobs 

with MOOG®. With more  

than 10,000 SKUs 

available, Advance Auto 

Parts Professional is the  

#1 provider of MOOG parts. 

No one  
has 

more.
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ONLINE PROMPT SPECIFIC TO THIS ARTICLE

some techs refer to the LDP as an acro-

nym for “Likely Defective Part.” Some 

manufacturers allow an EVAP system 

seal through use of a scan tool, which 

is what I try to use when available to 

verify both the integrity of the LDP and 

the command circuitry of the Powertrain 

Control Module (PCM). On this Mazda 

Leak Detection Pump, the changeover 

valve (which is part of the LDP itself) is 

what seals the vent to the atmosphere. 

Because most of the newer EVAP 

systems are non-intrusive, meaning 

they do not have a test port, I like to 

test the system at the hose connection 

to the purge valve. While I am there, 

I also attach a MityVac vacuum pump 

to one side of the purge valve and con-

firm that it holds vacuum and does not 

leak down. I then use the bidirectional 

controls on the scan tool to cycle the 

purge valve to verify it works and is 

not restricted. This one passed the test. 

What I did find when I leak checked the 

system was that the flow meter ball 

dropped to the bottom of the gauge, 

indicating that the system was sealing. 

Now what? The code states that I 

have a large leak, so that should be easy 

to verify since it sets every time the 

EVAP monitor is run. At this point I am 

trying to rationalize a replacement of 

the Leak Detection Pump, since maybe 

it is not sealing completely when the 

test is run. As for service information 

and theory of operation of the Mazda 

LDP, there isn’t a lot. The only tests 

listed are an air resistance test, which 

is basically blowing from LDP port A to 

B and then from B to A to make sure 

there isn’t anything blocking the com-

ponent. Then there are electrical resis-

tance tests. I’m thinking if there was an 

electrical problem with the LDP a differ-

ent code would have been set. 

Failed Test, Sealed System?
My service information source listed 

several possible causes for this code:

• Loose or defective fuel cap

• LDP Malfunction

• Purge Valve Malfunction

• Fuel Tank Malfunction

• Charcoal Canister Malfunction

• Loose or disconnected vacuum hose

• PCM Malfunction

Time for a different diagnostic 

approach, probably the one I should 

have used from the beginning. This 

vehicle has the benefit of the EVAP 

system monitor test available as a func-

tional test on its scan tool.

Starting the test, the scan tool veri-

fies that certain parameters are in 

range, including the vehicle’s fuel level 

(Left) The EVAP system diagram from ALLDATA shows the correct vacuum routing for the purge valve. (Right) This was how 
the EVAP system and ventilation hoses were routed, which was causing the system to set a Large EVAP Leak code, even 
though there really were no leaks in the system.
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(15 to 85 percent full) and a check to 

make sure the Intake Air Temperature 

(IAT) and Engine Coolant Temperature 

(ECT) difference is less than 15° F. The 

next step was to bring the vehicle up 

to operating temperature, the scan tool 

states to raise the engine rpm to 3,500 

for three and a half minutes. Finally, 

the PCM takes over the EVAP system 

test by controlling the throttle opening 

to around 2,000 rpm while it performs 

the self-test.

The results of the EVAP system 

test verify the illumination of the MIL. 

The PCM believes there is a large 

EVAP leak somewhere in the system. 

However, one thing that I noticed 

was the Fuel Tank Pressure (FTP) 

Parameter Identifier (PID) was flat dur-

ing the entire test. When the purge 

valve opened, engine vacuum should 

have been introduced to the evapora-

tive system and I should have seen a 

negative pressure displayed on the 

Fuel Tank Pressure PID. 

Could this be a defective Fuel Tank 

Pressure Sensor that is not correctly 

measuring the pressure change? 

Well, it’s not the easiest component to 

get at for testing, so let’s try another 

approach. 

Someone’s Lying
I attached a Pico WPS 500X Pressure 

Transducer to a fuel cap smoke adap-

tor to measure the true pressure in the 

fuel tank. Through the Custom Probes 

feature on the Pico Scope, I set up the 

scaling to read in inches of water, the 

same pressure scale used by the PCM.

Running the EVAP system test again, 

I find a mirror image of what the FTP 

sensor displayed during the initial test. 

The test took a total of a minute and a 

half and showed virtually no change in 

the evaporative system pressure. The 

purge valve was opening and closing, 

so why would vacuum not reach the 

tank, unless there was no vacuum to 

begin with.

I tested the source of vacuum at the 

purge valve and found that vacuum 

read 0 in/Hg. I traced the vacuum line 

going to the purge valve and found that 

it actually came from the air intake boot 

on the atmospheric side of the throttle 

body. Well, that can’t be right and cer-

tainly explains the lack of manifold 

vacuum to the purge valve. I used 

the EVAP Vapor and Vacuum Hose 

Diagrams in the service info and found 

that the hose with the vacuum source 

was supposed to be routed to the rear 

cylinder head cover. Apparently, when 

the hoses were disconnected to access 

It was easy to see how the hoses 
could have gotten mixed up. They 
were both the same diameter and 
had the same length at the vacuum 
attachment.

Running the EVAP system test after correcting the hose connections shows the 
system was now operating as designed.

Drag Reduction Technology™, NUCAP’s latest solution to 

improve brake performance. Brake drag is a common issue 

where the brake pads do not fully retract from the rotor during 

off-braking periods creating heat and noise. The specially 

designed DRT™ clips keep the pads away from the rotor when 

you are not applying the brakes - eliminating unnecessary 

drag. Now you can increase gas mileage, reduce noise and 

enhance pad life, which is good for the environment and for 

your pocket. Learn more at www.nucap.com.

ELIMINATE DRAG AND

IMPROVE PERFORMANCE

WITH NUCAP DRT
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and replace the valve cover gasket on 

the rear cylinder head they were not 

reconnected to their correct locations. 

An afterthought of this had me won-

dering if the direct vacuum to the rear 

cylinder head cover ventilation port 

could have caused any engine running 

concerns. While I did not take notice of 

fuel trim readings on the scan data for 

this type of code, I did not notice any 

drivability issues of the vehicle while 

bringing it inside, nor had the customer 

mentioned any.

Looking at the two hoses, I can see 

where the mistake could have been 

made. They are the same size and also 

both line up easily with the position of 

the purge valve. It is hard to see exact-

ly what I am referring to in the actual 

picture of the hoses on the vehicle, so 

I included the correct purge valve and 

ventilation system hose routing dia-

grams along with one that shows how 

the hoses were connected which was 

causing the failure. I swapped the hoses 

to their correct locations, cleared the 

codes and reran the EVAP system test.

This time the system showed a pass 

on the large leak test. I also had the 

WPS500X attached during the test and 

noted the results. Notice that after the 

test starts, it takes only 20 seconds to 

reach the target vacuum of -7.5 in/H20. 

I have found that when performing 

this test on newer vehicles, the scan 

tool actually monitors target vacuum, 

so a fault like this one would have been 

more apparent. The next section is the 

Bleed Up portion of the test where the 

size of the leak is determined. This took 

approximately 30 seconds and the sys-

tem lost less than 2 in/H2O. Finally, 

the Leak Detection Pump released the 

vacuum and the PCM processed the 

results. One very nice feature of this 

test was that it gave results on the 

before and after repair that we can 

share with the customer.

While this was not a complicated 

repair, the diagnostics to find the 

problem were not found in any of my 

available information resources. Had 

I followed the diagnostic flow chart 

steps in order, I would have inspected 

the hoses for poor connections to the 

purge valve, but would have never 

checked the actual source vacuum at 

the purge valve. Too often we con-

vince ourselves that a failure must be 

due to an electrical circuit or a compo-

nent itself and we overlook items as 

simple as source vacuum. 

MICHAEL MILLER
CONTRIBUTING 
EDITOR

Michael Miller lives and works in Las Vegas. He is an 
ASE certifi ed World Class Technician with more than 
50 current certifi cations. He holds a degree in mechani-
cal engineering and is currently completing a second 
degree in automotive technology.

  E-mail mmiller7290@gmail.com

The scope capture of the Fuel Tank Pressure during the passing EVAP test shows 
the system reaches the target vacuum level quickly and also has very little change 
during the sealing portion of the test.

SINCE 1994,

NUCAP HAS BEEN

A LEADER OF 

PRODUCT AND

PRODUCTION

INNOVATION FOR

BRAKE SYSTEM

COMPONENTS.
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fuel sYstem cleanup

CRC Industries, Inc. offers CRC 1-TANK Power Renew Complete Fuel System Cleanup, a fuel system addi-

tive designed to completely eliminate carbon deposit buildup from all areas of a vehicle’s fuel system with just 

one use. Available in different formulations for vehicles running on gasoline or diesel fuel, CRC says its 1-TANK 

POWER RENEW can restore and significantly improve power and driving performance while increasing miles per 

gallon of fuel consumed. Extensive testing of CRC 1-TANK POWER RENEW in gasoline vehicles revealed 97 per-

cent total power recovery, 100 percent misfire recovery, 99 percent injector flow improvement, up to 5.7 percent 

potential increase in miles per gallon and fuel system cleanup in 100 percent of high-mileage vehicles tested.

  For more information, visit 

www.crcindustries.com. CRC Industries

coil spRing suspension

SuperSprings International offers a do-it-yourself solution that enhances the level-load-carrying ability of the Ram 

2500’s newly redesigned rear coil spring suspension. The same proven SumoSprings Solos that have aided the 

truck’s previous rear leaf spring suspension since 2003 also can be installed on the 2014 model to provide stability 

and prevent bottoming-out under load. SumoSprings are comprised of a proprietary microcellular urethane that 

progressively compresses under load, providing smoother engagement than rubber bump stops, according to the 

manufacturer. They can be compressed by 80 percent of their original height with full memory rebound.

 For more information, visit 

www.supersprings.com. SuperSprings International

12-volt batteRY chaRgeR

CTEK is partnering with NorthStar Battery to sell a line of high-performance 12V battery chargers. The new 

NorthStar Battery Chargers by CTEK are multi-step, fully automatic primary switch mode chargers for bat-

teries that can support fast charging, which the company says means the NorthStar Battery Charger can 

recharge a discharged NorthStar battery in as little as three hours or less. The new chargers are weather 

resistant, with unique Supply and Recond modes and a patented desulphation function.

 For more information, visit 

www.smartercharger.com. CTEK Power

batteRY line eXpansion

EnerSys has expanded its ODYSSEY Performance Series battery product line to include the Group 48 battery, 

designed for a wide range of consumer passenger vehicles, custom and classic cars and SUVs. The ODYSSEY 

Performance Series 48-720 battery features 723 CCA, 109 RC minutes and weighs 48 pounds. ODYSSEY Performance 

Series batteries are engineered with Thin Plate Pure Lead (TPPL) technology and feature dry cell Absorbed Glass Mat 

(AGM) technology to contain acid and prevent spills, allowing the battery to be installed in almost any position, the 

company says. They feature deep cycle capability up to 400 cycles at 80 percent depth of discharge.

 For more information, visit 

www.enersys.com. EnerSys Corp.

pRemium filteR line

Donaldson Co. offers Donaldson Blue, a premium filter line that will include more than 150 fuel, air intake, 

lube, coolant and fuel filters designed to meet a wide range of requirements for on-road and off-road trucks 

and equipment. Donaldson Blue filters offer the best technology for improved efficiency and enhanced 

engine and equipment protection, the manufacturer offers. Users also will benefit from reduced maintenance 

costs and increased equipment uptime. Donaldson Blue air filters meet transportation application challenges 

Manufactured using Donaldson’s advanced Ultra-Web nanofiber technology and these air filters help reduce 

maintenance costs and increase equipment uptime. 

 For more information, visit 

www.donaldson.com. Donaldson 
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Replacement light kits

PIAA-USA has introduced two kits for 

mounting LP530 LED lights in 2014 and 

2015 Toyota Tundra pickup trucks. These 

kits allow for the installation of PIAA’s LP530 

LED lights, and feature the Reflector Facing 

Technology (RFT) . The LP530 lights come 

in either 20-degree driving pattern or 70-degree SAE-compliant fog 

pattern. Each kit includes all the parts needed to install a pair of 

PIAA’s LP530 LED driving lamps (part No. 5362) or LP530 LED SAE 

fog lamps (part No. 5360). Each kit includes a pair of PIAA LP530 

driving or fog lamps, two mounting brackets, wiring harness and 

mounting hardware, along with simple installation instructions, the 

company states. MSRP for each kit is just $379. These kits from 

PIAA have been specifically engineered to replace the dim OEM 

lamps in the bumpers of the new Toyota Tundra. These new LED kits 

provide roughly three times the light output of the stock lights, and 

feature easy installation, which gives the front of the vehicle a pre-

mium LED look, the company states. They are also easily installed in 

trucks that were produced with no OE lamps in the bumper, requir-

ing only the addition of factory bezels readily available from any 

Toyota dealer. Plus, these kits offer truck owners the choice of driv-

ing or fog lamps depending on the nature of their night-time driving.

www.piaa.com

PIAA-USA Corporation

tRansmission pans

With the addition of new part numbers 

to its Graywerks line of high quality 

transmission pans, ATP Automotive 

now offers complete coverage for over 

165 million vehicles on the road today. 

The company says some of the key 

features and benefits of Graywerks by 

ATP Automotive transmission pans include fit right the first time, 

match OE look, materials and design, extra durable coating on all 

steel pans, superior appearance and corrosion resistance, drain 

plugs with gaskets included where required, ease of installation, 

no need to reuse old parts and industry-leading lifetime warranty.

www.atp-inc.com

ATP

commeRcial lubRicant  

pRoduct line

Royal Purple has introduced its commercial 

lubricant product line, Duralec. The new line 

of high performance lubricants has been 

developed specifically for the over-the-road 

trucking, construction, mining, agriculture and 

heavy-duty fleet markets with state-of-the-art 

technology to optimize equipment performance. Duralec commer-

cial products include heavy-duty motor oils, transmission fluids, 

gear oil, multi-purpose grease, coolant additive, tractor fluids, 

hydraulic fluids and diesel additives, according to the company. 

Each formulated with Duralec’s premium additive packages to 

deliver ultimate protection and peak performance in today’s high-

tech engines regardless of driving and operating conditions. 

www.royalpurpleconsumer.com

Royal Purple

Wheel balanceR

Shops looking for a high-performing 

wheel balancer that will not take up 

much space in the service bay have 

found their answer with the new 

Hofmann geodyna 3900S Wheel 

Balancer. Extremely fast and simple 

to operate, the color video display 

on the Hofmann geodyna 3900S 

shows the location of any imbalance 

and identifies the optimal tape-on or 

clip-on weight location in under 10 

seconds, the manufacturer states. 

The video display starts right in the balance page, so no selec-

tion is necessary and all the required balance functions are on 

the main screen. In addition, the fast spin cycle provides accurate 

measurement with minimum cycles for fast results. Other unique 

features of the Hofmann geodyna 3900S include the Smart Sonar 

that simplifies parameter entry and the patented Virtual Plane 

Measurement (VPM) for precise measuring. The 2D SAPE inner 

data set arm automatically enters distance and diameter and a 

wheel guard sonar sensor automatically measures wheel width. 

www.snapon.com

Snap-on

hunteR Quick check 

configuRations 

available foR  

all shops

Hunter’s industry-leading 
Quick Check vehicle inspec-
tion system is available in 
multiple configurations to 
suit any shop. Popular con-
figurations include the mobile, 
multi-bay configuration and 
the drive-under configuration. The multi-bay configuration allows 
a shop to turn any suitable bay into a vehicle inspection area. The 
drive-under Quick Check configuration can feature Hunter’s new 
optional monitor mounting system, which allows shops to display a 
customer welcome message to vehicle owners. The optional moni-
tor mounting system can also be used to clearly present custom-
ers with service specials.  

Hunter Engineering

the platinum  

napa filteR

NAPA’s Platinum filter offers technol-
ogy for the latest advancements in 
synthetic oil and performance oil 
filters. Featuring a host of oil filter 
innovations, including wire-reinforced, 
fully synthetic media, ultra-durable 
hydrogenated nitrile compound antid-
rain back valve (where applicable), this 
oil filter provides the ultimate protection in the NAPA family of oil 
filters. Visit www.napafilters.com for more information. 

NAPA

& technologies to help you work smarter & keep your shop profitablethe latest products

automotive pRoducts guide
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cylinder heads

parts & accessories

parts & accessories

positions available

products

products & services

Advertise tOdAY!

800.443.7730 • Pittsburgh, PA

New and Remanufactured

Cylinder Heads
Over 200 Part Numbers

Available

Cast Iron
or 

Aluminum

CALL 800-443-7730 TODAY!

Crack RepairExperts!

Check Out a Sample of Our Pricing!

FACTORY 

DIRECT PRICING

WHOLESALE PRICED HEAD GASKET SETS

HYUNDAI

2.0/2.4 DOHC ...............$445.00

KIA

1.6/1.8/2.0 DOHC .........$445.00

TOYOTA

2.2 CAMRY ...................$340.00

VW 

1.8 TURBO DOHC ..........$685.00

BMW

2.8 3281/5281 .............$865.00

CHRYSLER

2.4 DOHC......................$315.00

3.9 V-6 MAGNUM ..........$170.00

5.2/5.9 V-8 MAGNUM ....$195.00

FORD

2.0 SOHC ......................$290.00

3.0 V-6 OHV ..................$175.00

4.0 V-6 OHV ..................$195.00

4.6/5.4 SOHC ................$315.00

GM

2.2 ECOTEC DOHC ........$445.00

3.4 V-6 OHV ..................$157.00

4.3 V-6 OHV VORTEC .....$170.00

4.8/5.3 V-8 OHV ............$220.00

5.7 V-8 OHV VORTEC .....$220.00

JEEP

3.7 V-6 SOHC ................$340.00

4.0 STRAIGHT 6 LATE ...$315.00

4.7 V-8 SOHC ................$315.00

All turbocharger brands rebuilt and sold
Call 800-297-3626. 1000 S. Wildwood  Suite # 10

Irving TX,  75060
ONE DAY SERVICE IN MOST CASES

email: turbomike39@netzero.com

Turbos

www.dallasturbo.com

1000 + Automotive jobs Online

www.ACTAutoStaffng.com

800-489-0536

Looking for Tech’s Resumes?

16,000 + Tech’s Resumes Online

looking for a job?

Stop Paying Part Store Prices
Sherco Auto & Marine Supply

800-548-6229

Call for Catalog or Order @ http://www.autosupply.ws

Cable Ties Made in USA  - Priced per 100 pack 

8” $2.95 * 11” $4.75  * 14” HD $9.26 
USA Primary Wire 100 ft   14 ga  $18.95,  16ga $13.95 

100 Butt Connectors, 16-14ga $4.25 * Red 22-18ga $3.50 

U.S.A  Heat Shrink Butts $29.95 /100  Blue or Red

Lowest Pricing on Wiring Supplies, Bulbs, Fuses, Etc
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 DRIVABILITY
AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS GUIDE

FOR IMMEDIATE INFORMATION ON ANY OF THE PRODUCTS 

ON THESE PAGES, GO TO www.MotorAge.com/readerservice

MANAGEMENT SUITE
BOLT ON TECHNOLOGY’s 
Mobile Manager Pro suite of 
automotive software solutions 
enables shops to conduct 
digital multi-point inspections, 
scan VINs, text repair orders 
and customer vehicle condi-
tion photos to customers, 
advance schedule maintenance 
appointments based on customers’ driving habits, text appoint-
ment reminders, create by-the-job customer invoicing customized 
reports and more. All of these features fully integrate with shop 
management systems.  

BOLT ON TECHNOLOGY 

AUTOMATIC LEVERLESS 

TIRE CHANGER
The new R80DTXF tire changer fea-
tures an automatic bead lifter, variable 
speed turntable and bilateral bead 
loosener with direct hand-operated 
controls. It also offers a traveling 
drop-center tool, top bead assist roll-
ers, dual lower bead lifting discs and 
a nylon non-marring wheel restraint 
device. A 31-inch capacity turntable 
with adjustable hardened-steel RimGuard wheel clamps help 
shops broaden their service range. Visit www.rangerproducts.com 
for details. 

Ranger Products, a division of BendPak Inc.

FEDERATED OFFERS 

PREMIUM SRT BRAND HUB 

BEARINGS
Federated Auto Parts offers a premium 
line of hub bearings for import and 
domestic applications under the SRT 
brand that deliver great performance, 
durability and value. SRT bearings offer 
leading edge design and metallurgy and are manufactured exclu-
sively for Federated members and customers. SRT hub bearing 
assemblies offer original equipment designs complete with ABS 
sensors and seal designs that offer maximum protection from 
contamination and maximum durability. All SRT hub bearings are 
100 percent tested to ensure reliability and performance. 

Federated Auto Parts

COMPLETE BRAKE 

OFFERING
Magneti Marelli Offered by Mopar® 
all-in-one brake pad kits come 
complete with stainless steel 
hardware for easier installation 
and less vehicle downtime, while 
making brakes quiet and extending 
their lifetime by reducing prema-
ture wear-out due to worn caliper 
hardware. Available in semi-metallic and ceramic formulas, these 
brakes provide excellent stopping power and superior braking 
performance, and are compatible with all major makes excluding 
Chrysler Group vehicles. 

Magneti Marelli 

GUMOUT: LET US PROVE 

IT TO YOU 
Gumout® Multi-System Tune-
Up is the most advanced engine 
treatment technology available. It 
can be used in any engine type 
and in the fuel system and crank-
case. Gumout has the strength to 
improve performance by cleaning 
the entire fuel system with proven 
cleaning ingredients like polyether 
amine (PEA). See for yourself at 
GumoutProveIt.com and enter daily 
to win a free can. 

Gumout

TOUGHONE 

ABSORBENT GLASS 

MATT BATTERIES
ToughOne Absorbent 
Glass Mat (AGM) batter-
ies, available exclusively 
from Advance Auto Parts 
Professional, provide supe-
rior performance in vehicles 
with multiple electronic 
devices, and deliver up to 70 percent better electrical flow and 
twice the battery life of a standard battery. For more information 
and the latest promotions on ToughOne products, call your local 
Advance delivery store. 

Advance Auto Parts Professional

TPMS SENSORS 

FOR OE FIT, FORM, 

FUNCTION
Standard® TPMS sensors 
are engineered to match 
OE fit, form and function, 
plus they can be ID cloned 
to the sensor they replace 
using a TechSmart® clon-
ing tool. Each clone-able 
sensor has a unique sen-
sor ID, the right protocol 
and matching body style. Technicians can bypass complex factory 
relearn processes, saving time and money. 

Standard 

TEXTAR BRAKE DISCS
Textar, the world’s leading 
manufacturer of OE brake 
pads, offers a range of German 
engineered, high carbon brake 
discs for European applica-
tions. Utilizing the know-how 
that comes from over 100 
years of developing OE brake 
pads, engineers at Textar have developed a perfectly matched 
brake disc to ensure the ultimate braking performance of your 
car. This new range of high quality brake discs are manufactured 
to precise German specifications and are available exclusively at 
WORLDPAC. www.worldpac.com 

WORLDPAC 
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INFO FAX NUMBER: (416) 620-9790 

WWW.MOTORAGE.COM/READERSERVICE

NAME _________________________________________________

SUBSCRIBER NUMBER FROM LABEL _____________________________

JOB TITLE _______________________________________________

COMPANY NAME __________________________________________

ADDRESS _______________________________________________

CITY ___________________________________________________

STATE/PROVINCE __________________________________________

ZIP/POSTAL CODE _________________________________________

IS THIS YOUR HOME ADDRESS? ☐ yes   ☐ no

PHONE _________________________________________________

FAX  __________________________________________________

E-MAIL  ________________________________________________

AD INDEX

That describes our new way of  handling your inquiries about advertisements and 

product releases. You may go to www.motorage.com/readerservice and fill out a 

short form and we’ll send your request immediately (electronically) and directly to the 

respective manufacturers who have the information you want. 

You may also check the items you are interested in and fax the sheet to us at 

(416) 620-9790 to get more information on the products of interest. 

Like we said — quick, easy, direct. 

IT’S QUICK!

IT’S EASY!

IT’S DIRECT !

ADVERTISING AND EDITORIAL 

PRODUCT INDEX

ADVERTISER INDEX........................................................................PAGE

 ☐ ADVANCE AUTO PARTS .......................................................50, 51, 86, 70
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DIAGNOSTICS AND YOUR SENSES
YOU WERE BORN WITH SOME OF THE BEST TOOLS YOU’LL EVER OWN.

BY PETE MEIER
Technical Editor

Who among us doesn’t recognize that 

“rotten egg” smell from the exhaust as 

an indication of an overly rich mixture? 

Or that sickly sweet smell from the inte-

rior vents that surely means the heater 

core is leaking coolant? The senses we 

use in every day diagnostics are not 

limited to smell. We touch air condition-

ing lines and coolant hoses, we visually 

inspect for damaged components and 

we listen to distinguish which bearing 

is making all the commotion.

Of all the senses we use as techni-

cians in every day diagnostics, hearing 

is one we tend to rely on the most for 

isolating the exact location of problem 

areas. We bend over the hood with 

cocked heads to pinpoint which lifter 

is ticking, which injector is not and I’m 

sure I can list several more examples. 

Learning what “bad” sounds like takes 

time and a little bit of mentoring from 

technicians who’ve already added the 

wayward noises to their internal libraries.

But even the most experienced of us 

sometimes need a little help in distin-

guishing the noise’s ultimate source. Do 

you still use the extra long screwdriver 

held to your ear as one means to mag-

nify the source? I do!

If I want to get an even cleaner audio 

signal to hone in on and identify, I grab a 

mechanic’s stethoscope. Similar to the 

physicians stethoscope, the mechanic’s 

version uses an aluminum rod con-

nected to a diaphragm that in turn 

is connected to clear plastic tubing 

terminating in two ear pieces that help 

isolate outside noises while magnifying 

the noise being transmitted through 

the rod.

But what about those problems you 

can’t identify using these old and tried 

methods? In this month’s edition of The 

Trainer, we’ll show you one of the latest 

ways to identify noises, their locations 

and causes using the new Steelman 

PRO SmartEar.

The Trainer is our monthly how-to 

video series. You can find more in the 

AutoPro Workshop. We aim to offer 

information technicians of all skill levels 

can use to better their services in the 

bays. Let us know if you have a topic 

you’d like to see more information on.  

[ V I D E O S ]

[ T H E  T R A I N E R ]
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Scan this QR Code to watch this 

video on your smartphone. Or visit 

MotorAge.com/aug14trainer

GET A FREE SCAN TOOL APP AT: 
WWW.SCANLIFE.COM

Finding the miss in 

spark plugs 

Taking a sniff with a 

5-gas analyzer

Up in smoke A/C compressor 

care and service

MotorAge.com/aug14trainer

MotorAge.com/jul14trainer MotorAge.com/jun14trainer MotorAge.com/may14trainer MotorAge.com/apr14trainer
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DEDICATED TO THE PROFESSIONAL

ULTRA-QUIET 

STOPS

BRAKEBEST® SELECT CERAMIC

DISC BRAKE PADS

UNRIVALED PERFORMANCE
• Superior brake performance for all driving conditions
• Ceramic formula for ultra-quiet braking
• Low dust formulation helps keep your wheels clean
• Multi-layer rubber coated shims for ultimate quiet stops
• For all cars, light trucks and SUVs

Now with

HARDWARE
Available August 2014
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